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Concurrent vibration and thermal environment is commonly encountered in the 

service life of electronic equipment, including those used in automotive, avionic, and 

military products. Though extensive research exists in literature for solder joint 

failures due to thermal cycling, limited research has been conducted on investigating 

solder joint failures due to a combination of vibration and thermal cycling. 

 

In this study, experiments were conducted on PBGA assemblies under thermal 

cycling, vibration loading, and combined thermal cycling and vibration loading 

conditions. The results showed much earlier PBGA solder joint failure under 

combined loading compared with either thermal cycling or vibration loading alone.  It 

was found that traditional linear superposition can overpredict the solder joint fatigue 

life since it neglects the interaction of the vibration and thermal cyclic loadings.  

An incremental damage superposition approach using finite element analysis was 

applied to PBGA solder joint reliability assessment. This approach can model the 

nonlinear interactions between vibration loading and thermal cycling. It considers the 



  

temperature effect on vibration response and the effect caused by thermomechanical 

mean stress affects. This approach was validated through experiments and reflects the 

actual damage trends.    

 

Based on the incremental damage superposition approach, a rapid solder joint fatigue 

life prediction simulation approach for PBGA was also developed for combined 

temperature cycling and vibration loading conditions. This approach included a 

thermomechanical stress model and a vibration stress model to analyze the 

interconnect stress under thermal cycling and vibration loading conditions. The mean 

stress during thermal cycling was obtained from the response curve. The damage due 

to two different loadings was then calculated using the generalized strain approach 

and superposed. This approach was also validated using experimental data. 

 

This work has also resulted in a rapid virtual qualification algorithm to predict solder 

joint reliability under combined temperature and vibration loading conditions. The 

importance of physics of failure principles in modeling and designing experiments 

were also explored and addressed. Industry should benefit from this study on 

reliability prediction, qualification, and accelerated testing design. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Problem Statement and Objectives 

Concurrent vibration and thermal environment is commonly encountered in the 

service life of electronic equipment, including those used in automotive, avionic, and 

military products. Accelerated testing under combined environments makes the 

accelerated tests more realistic and should address all relevant failure mechanisms as 

in the use environment. Conducting accelerated tests under multiple environments is 

also expected to increase the rate of damage accumulation and therefore decreasing 

the associated time and costs. However, the complex interactions between combined 

stresses increase the confusion regarding the most cost-effective and rational way to 

conduct accelerated tests and to extrapolate results to use environments.  Also 

different loading frequency such as low frequency loads thermal cycling and high 

frequency loads vibration also contribute the process complexity. Therefore, 

innovative test methodologies and damage analysis approach are required for 

reliability prediction, qualification, and accelerated testing design.  

The objectives of this dissertation are: 1) to design accelerated testing to assess the 

effects of combined temperature cycling and vibration loading conditions on plastic 

ball grid array (PBGA) solder joints reliability; 2) to verify the applicability of 

traditional Miner’s rules to  assess PBGA solder joint fatigue damage under combined 

loading conditions; 3) to apply an incremental damage superposition approach 

(IDSA) to predict PBGA solder joint fatigue life; 4) to develop an integrated rapid 
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solder joint fatigue life prediction simulation approach for PBGA under combined 

temperature cycling and vibration loading condition with considering the interactions 

between loads.  

1.2 Background and Literature Review 

For solder joint fatigue, it can be categorized to two basic kinds: low cycle fatigue 

(LCF) and high cycle fatigue (HCF). Life cycle for LCF is general below 103 cycles 

and for HCF is between 104 and 108 cycles [Barker, et. al., 1990]. The deformation 

caused by thermal cycling is considered to be inelastic and belongs to LCF. For SnPb 

solder, creep deformation has been considered dominant. For lead-free solder, plastic 

deformation is also as critical as creep. Strain based equations are generally used to 

predict fatigue life. On the other hand, the deformation caused by mechanical 

vibrations is considered to be elastic and belongs to HCF. Stress based equations are 

generally used to predict fatigue life. For combined loading which includes LCF and 

HCF, low cycle fatigue has been considered the primary cause for failure and high 

cycle fatigue is the secondary cause for fatigue life. Linear superposition 

methodology (Miner’s rule) has been used to predict fatigue life [Barker, et. al., 

1990]. In this section, the commonly life prediction methods and damage 

superposition techniques for solder are summarized. 

1.2.1 Life Prediction Approaches for Solder 

There is no a particular methodology or model to be the “cure-all” for failure 

prediction due to the different failure mechanisms. Therefore it is necessary to 
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classify the models or methods according to their potential applications. The methods 

are generally classified into three categories: 

1) Stress based approach: The stress-life approach, also called Basquin damage 

model, relates the stress amplitude to cycles-to-failure in a power law form 

with the help of two temperature-dependent material constants (fatigue 

strength coefficient and fatigue damage exponent) that are usually determined 

empirically  [Basquin, 1910; Steinberg, 2000]. The Equation is listed as 

following: 

CN b =11σ     (Eqn. 1.1) 

 where C is the fatigue strength coefficient, b is the fatigue damage exponent. 

Stress approach works well for products or design with high cycle fatigue and 

involving constant amplitude, completely reversed cyclic loading. The 

analysis and estimation of material constants for this approach are quite 

simple and allow for quick “back of the envelope” life calculations. The 

approach is not suitable for solder life predictions under thermal cycling loads 

wherein solder experiences elastic and inelastic deformations (including time-

independent “plastic deformation”, and time-dependent “creep” deformation) 

and exhibits shorter lives (typically referred to as low cycle fatigue).  

2) Strain based approach: Strain Approach, also called Coffin-Manson model, 

can be expressed as Equation 1.2. The plastic strain-life [Coffin, 1954; 

Manson, 1965] relates the completely reversed plastic strain range to cycles-

to-failure in power law form with the help of two temperature-dependent 
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material constants (fatigue ductility coefficient and fatigue ductility exponent) 

that are determined empirically. 
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   (Eqn. 1.2) 

where c is the fatigue ductility exponent, εf is the fatigue ductility coefficient. 

Combining the elastic strain-life (Basquin’s model) and plastic-strain life 

(Coffin-Manson model) results in the generalized strain-life model that relates 

the total strain range (sum of elastic and plastic components) to cycles to 

failure. Equation 1.3 gives the formula for this approach. 
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where   

Δγ is the total strain range,  

  Δγe is the elastic strain range,  

  Δγp is the plastic strain range,  

  E is the modulus of elasticity,  

  σf is stress strength coefficient, 

  b is the fatigue strength exponent,  
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  c is the fatigue ductility exponent, and 

  εf is the fatigue ductility coefficient. 

At large strain amplitudes the strain-life model reduces to Coffin-Manson 

model and at small strains reduces to Basquins’ model.  

Further modifications have enabled the strain-life model to be sensitive to 

means stresses when the loading is not completely reversed and is shown as 

Equation 1.4.  
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−
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=

Δ  (Eqn. 1.4) 

where σo is mean stress 

The main limitation of the strain based approach is its inadequacy to account 

for time-dependent effects (i.e. different ramp rates, strain rates, frequency of 

loading, hold times etc,) especially at elevated temperatures. However, the 

simplicity and availability of extensive experimental data for solder makes 

this approach very attractive. 

3) Energy based approach: Energy life approach correlates the fatigue life to the 

mechanical hysteresis energy in a power law form [Morrow, 1965; Solomon, 

1986; Vaynman, 1991; Darveaux et. al., 1995]. The energy based approach 

recognizes the need for the presence of a stress field to move the dislocations 

necessary for causing irreversible plastic deformation. Analogous to the strain 

range partitioning model, the need for strain rate (or failure mechanism) 

dependent energy life curves resulted in the development of the energy 
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partitioning model [Dasgupta et. al., 1992]. The energy partitioning model is a 

generalized creep-fatigue model that partitions the area under the stress-strain 

hysteresis loop into three components – elastic energy, plastic work and creep 

work. The total energy per cycle is defined as the sum of the stored elastic 

energy, the plastic work dissipated, and the creep work dissipated. Each 

quantity is related to fatigue life by a power law relationship and total damage 

is obtained by linear superposition of individual damages. Equation 1.5 shows 

the energy partitioning model and Equation 1.6 gives the calculation formula 

for the fatigue life. However none of the energy-based models are sensitive to 

mean stress effects when the loading is not completely reversed. This is 

particularly important for creep deformations where hydrostatic mean stresses 

can play a significant role in damage accumulation. 

''' d
fcco

c
fppo

b
feocrpe NWNWNUWWUEnergy ++=++=   (Eqn. 1.5) 

fcfpfef NNNN
1111 ++=      (Eqn. 1.6) 

where    

Ueo is the elastic coefficient,  

   b' is the elastic exponent,  

   Wpo is the plastic exponent,  

   c' is the plastic exponent, 
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   Wco is the creep coefficient, and 

  d' is the creep exponent. 

Darveaux’s methodology [Darveaux, 1992, 1995, 200] links laboratory 

measurements of low-cycle fatigue crack initiation and crack growth rates to 

the inelastic work of the solder. It is a strain energy based approach, where 

work term consists of time-dependent creep and time-independent plasticity. 

The inelastic behavior is captured in ANSYS using Anand’s constitutive 

model. Equation 1.7-1.9 gives the formula for this approach. However, the 

methodology is sensitive to the finite element modeling procedure. First, care 

must be taken in controlling the element thickness at the interface between the 

eutectic solder and copper pad. Second, element volumetric averaging of the 

stabilized change in plastic work within this controlled eutectic solder element 

thickness must be used. 

( ) 2
10

K
aveWKN Δ=    (Eqn. 1.7) 
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Δ=    (Eqn. 1.8)  

 

dNda
aN
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 where    

N0 is the thermal cycles to crack initiation 

  a is the entire solder joint equivalent length (e.g. diameter) 
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  da/dN is crack propagation rate 

  Ki are crack growth correlation constants  

  ΔWave is the average viscoplastic strain energy per cycle 

  α is the characteristic solder joint fatigue life 
 

In summary, there are a variety of approaches (stress, strain, and energy) can be used 

to analyze the damage caused by different environmental loading conditions. There is 

no the “cure-all” approach and people need to find an appropriate one based on the 

application and failure mechanism of interest. When loads become random or are in 

the presence of multiple loading, the complexity will arise. The current complied 

solution is to accumulate damage throughout the life cycle using an appropriate 

damage superposition scheme. In the following section, a brief review of cumulative 

damage approach applied to solder joint is presented.   

1.2.2 Review of Cumulative Damage Approaches 

Palmgren [Palmgren, 1924] first proposed the linear damage model and Miner 

[Miner, 1945] further developed it. It is commonly referred as Miner’s rule. The 

hypothesis of Miner’s rule is that damage can be superposed linearly and that failure 

occurs when the cumulative damage fraction (defined as the fraction of life used up 

by an event or a series of events) equals unity. Two main shortcomings of linear 

damage superposition are that: 1) it does not consider load sequence effects. The 

hypothesis assumes the damage caused by a stress cycle is independent of where it 
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occurs in the load history; 2) it does not capture the influence of stress level on the 

rate of damage accumulation.  

Barker et. al. [1990, 1992] modified the linear damage supposition approach (LDSA) 

to consider the different frequency loading effects and applied it to solder joint 

reliability assessment under combined temperature cycling and vibration loading. The 

damage was calculated independently due to vibration and thermal loads and 

superposed in a linear fashion with consideration different loading frequency. 

Equation 1.9 and Equation 1.10 shows the formula to calculate the damage and life. 

⎟
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total
f D

N 1
=        (Eqn. 1.10) 

where  

  D stands for damage;  

  n is the cycles experienced;  

  f stands for the frequency of loading;  

  Subscripts “th” for thermal and “v” for vibration;  

 Nf  is defined as solder joint fatigue life 
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Though this approach takes account the different loading frequency effect, it neglects 

the interactions between loads and loading sequence effects. 

Upadhyayula and Dasgupta [1997] proposed an incremental damage superposition 

approach (IDSA) to calculate the damages based on the hypothesis that random 

vibration excitation is function of temperature and varying thermomechanical mean 

stresses affects vibration induced fatigue. Constitutive properties of solder was also 

hypothesized as a function of temperature and reflected by changes in curvature-

strain response curves. This approach has been only demonstrated on leaded packages 

(J leaded plastic chip carrier and gull winged quad flat pack). Simulation work was 

based on detailed finite element analysis, which is complex and time-consuming. 

Basaran and Chandaroy [2002] developed a unified constitutive model for Pb40/Sn60 

solder joints in leadless ceramic chip carrier (LCCC) and implemented in a thermo-

viscoplastic-dynamic finite element procedure. In this proposed model a damage 

criterion based on the second law of thermodynamics and statistical continuum 

mechanics is used to establish the connection between disorder and entropy. This 

constitutive model was verified using a series of other researchers’ laboratory test 

data [Adams, 1986; Mcdwoell et. al., 1994; Busso et. al., 1992]. The results indicate 

that using Miner’s rule to calculate accumulative damage by means of two separate 

analyses, namely dynamic and thermo-mechanical, significantly underestimates the 

accumulative total damage. It is also shown that a simultaneous application of 

thermal and dynamic loads significantly shortens the fatigue life of the solder joint. 
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However they did not provide the experimental verification on their simulation 

approach. 

1.3 Overview of the Dissertation 

Chapter 2 presents the accelerated life tests conducted on plastic ball grid array 

(PBGA) assemblies under multiple environmental loading conditions. Test matrix 

identification, accelerated load selection, failure detection and response monitoring 

schemes, and data post-processing schemes are discussed in details. Test results are 

also summarized. 

The modified incremental damage superposition approach (IDSA) is presented in 

Chapter 3. The tools, methods and procedures used in IDSA such as cycle counting 

technique, stress analysis and incremental damage assessment are discussed and 

illustrated for PBGA solder joint study. 

Chapter 4 presents a rapid life prediction approach (RLPA) for PBGA solder joint 

based on the IDSA concept. This approach included a thermomechanical stress model 

and a vibration stress model to analyze the interconnect stress under thermal cycling 

and vibration loading conditions. The damage due to two different loadings was then 

calculated using the generalized strain approach and superposed. This approach was 

also validated using experimental data. 

Contributions of the dissertation and suggestions for future work are presented in 

Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2: Accelerated Testing 
 

Temperature cycling, random vibration, and combined temperature cycling and 

vibration accelerated fatigue damage caused in PBGA solder joint is investigated 

experimentally. Section 2.1 outlines the accelerated tests design. In Section 2.2, the 

vibration response at different temperature levels are characterized. In Section 2.3 

results of the accelerated life tests are presented for each test loading condition. 

Testing was conducted at Motorola and Honeywell facilities. Failure and statistical 

analysis were conducted by CALCE EPSC. 

2.1 Design of Accelerated Stress Test 

To successfully design and conduct accelerated testing, it is necessary to understand 

the failure types and the underlying failure mechanisms [Pecht, 1990, 1994, 1995; 

Dasgupta, 1991; Lall, 1993]. An overstress failure is defined as the failure due to a 

single occurrence of a stress event exceeds the intrinsic strength of a material. In 

contrast, a failure due to accumulation of incremental damage in excess of the 

material endurance limit is termed as a wearout failure. Accelerated testing for 

overstress determination is usually not useful to predict product field life. In this 

study, accelerated stress test is designed to focus on wearout failure mechanism.  

2.1.1 Test Loads and Test Matrix 

The primary objective in this thesis is to understand the effect of temperature cycling 

and vibration interactions on solder durability in the accelerated stress condition. 

Therefore combined temperature cycling and vibration loading were selected for the 
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test environment. To better understand the difference between combined loading and 

one single stress loading, pure temperature cycling and vibration loading were 

selected as well. Test matrix is shown in Table 1.  

Table 2.0.1 Accelerated Test Matrix 
Tests Stress 

Loading 
Notes 

Temperature Cycling -50/150 °C 
24 minutes ramp 
and 15 minutes 

dwell 

Vibration 0.1 G2/Hz Frequency from 100 
to 1000 Hz 

Combined Loading -50/150 °C & 
0.1 G2/Hz Concurrently 

 

2.1.2 Test Vehicle 

The test vehicle consisted of 15 commercially available daisy-chained 272 PBGAs 

[Motorola] mounted onto a FR-4 PCB. The packages have 272 balls in a partially 

depopulated array (4 perimeter ball rows and a 4x4 thermal ball area), with a ball 

pitch of 1.27 mm. The package itself is 27x27 mm2 in size with non-solder mask 

defined ball pads of 0.635 mm diameter. Figure 2.1 shows the test board with the 

packages numbered.  
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Figure 2.1 Layout of test vehicle 
 

2.1.3 Test Setup 

The loads in this study, temperature cycling and vibration, were applied in an 

accelerated stress test chamber (Manufacturer: Bemco; model number: JT-32L500). 

Temperature profiles were achieved by convection heating and liquid nitrogen 

through helical dispersion nozzles providing cooling to the test vehicle. Vibration was 

performed by a vibration table, which was driven electro-dynamically to produce the 

vibrations at frequencies. Frequencies are randomly swept across the range of 100 to 

1000 Hz. The test boards were clamped along the long edges using wedge locks 

during tests. Figure 2.2 shows the vibration table with PCBs mounted in place. Three 

accelerometers (numbered) can be seen attached to the fixture. One each on the PCBs 

and then one on the vibration table plate. The manufacturer for accelerometers is 

Unholtz-Dickie with model no. 10B10T. The strain gage (CEA-13-125LN-120) was 

also attached at the backside of PCB under package U6 to measure the PCB 

deformation. 
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Figure 2.2 Vibration table with PCBs 
 

2.1.4 Failure Monitoring and Detection  

Monitoring of daisy chain nets in the chamber is accomplished using a commercial 

event detector (Anatech® event detector). The event detector monitors the resistance 

through the daisy chain net and is set to a threshold of 300 ohms [IPC_785, 1992]. 

Once a daisy chain net has failed 10 times, it is recorded by the event detector as a 

failed net and a printout is made of the net number. Since the cycles are counted, a 

failed net is known at which cycle it failed at. The failures are collected for later use 

in statistical analysis. Auxiliary electrical instrumentation like multimeters were used 

to confirm interconnect failure by performing static electrical tests with probes 

attached to the particular daisy-chained interconnects. This exercise confirmed 

failures in interconnects that were electrically open. Further destructive failure 

analysis is performed to find the failure site and mode and confirm the failure 

mechanism. 
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2.2 Vibration Response  Characterization 

To consider temperature cycling effects on vibration response, PCB strain history was 

collected using the strain gage at potential failure site of interest at three discrete 

temperature levels: -50 °C, 25 °C and 125 °C. The reason to choose these three 

temperature levels to represent the whole thermal cycle is that the vibration response of 

the specimen in any two given temperature regions is significantly different.  

Figure 2.3 to Figure 2.5 shows the time domain deformation histories. They 

confirmed that the deformation increased while the temperature was increasing. 

However, it can be also observed the random vibration loads generate the complex (or 

irregular) deformation histories. To convert those into a number of events which can 

be compared to the available constant amplitude data, some cycle counting process 

[ASTM, 1996; Bannantine, 1993; Downing and Socie, 1982; Dowling, 1972;] are 

needed for this conversion. The output from a cycle counting analysis is a two 

dimensional array (or plot) of blocks of constant amplitude events versus the 

frequency (number of occurrences per unit time) of an event of a given amplitude and 

in this dissertation, such a plot is referred to as a Range Distribution Function (RDF). 

Over the years, rainflow counting has become a generic term that describes any cycle 

counting method that attempts to identify closed hysteresis loops in a material 

subjected to cyclic loading. In this dissertation, the simplified rainflow counting 

technique was used to summarize complex and irregular deformation histories 

(filtered strain-time load histories) collected from strain gages. Cycle counting 

procedures are based on the identification of local maxima and minima of the load 

amplitudes experienced. The positions of local maximum (peak) and local minimum 
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(valley) load values are tabulated. Range-pair counting techniques are then employed 

to identify hysteresis loops. The identified hysteresis loops can be used for further 

fatigue analysis. For example, the most damaging hysteresis loop is obtained by 

combining the largest peak and largest valley. The second largest cycle is obtained by 

combining the largest peak and valley of the remaining counts. The process is 

continued until all counts have been exhausted [Upadhyayula, 1999]. Figure 2.6-2.8 

shows the temperature dependent strain RDFs. These RDFs were used for damage 

calculation and discussed later. 

 

Figure 2.3 PCB strain history under PBGA location at 150 °C 
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Figure 2.4 PCB strain history under PBGA location at 25 °C 

 

 
Figure 2.5. PCB strain history under PBGA location at -50 °C 
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Figure 2.6 PCB strain RDFs under PBGA location at 150 °C 

 

 
Figure 2.7 PCB strain RDFs under PBGA location at 25 °C 
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Figure 2.7 PCB strain RDFs under PBGA location at -50 °C 

 

2. 3 Accelerated Life Test Results 

In this study, accelerated life tests were conducted to evaluate the solder joint 

vulnerability to applied loads due to wearout failure mechanisms. The loads include 

temperature cycling, random vibration and combined temperature cycling and 

vibration loading. The main purpose is to explore the interactions between 

temperature and vibration environments in precipitating solder interconnect failures. 

The tasks in this step included implementation of accelerated tests and verification of 

observed failures. 
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2.3.1 Temperature Cycling Test Results 

Temperature profile has been shown in Table 2.1. Temperature cycling test was 

stopped after 4002 cycles with nine components failed and six survived. Two-

parameter Weibull distribution was used to as the best fit distribution for test results. 

Figure 2.6 shows temperature cycling test results with the shape factor (β= 8.61), and 

characteristic life (η= 2611 cycles). Based on this distribution, the mean fatigue life of 

the PBGA solder joint was 2467 cycles (3207 hours) under this temperature cycling 

condition.  

 

Figure 2.6 2-Parameter Weibull distribution of thermal cycling test results (β= 8.61, 
η= 2611, ρ= 0.95) 
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2.3.2 Random Vibration Test Results 

Random vibration loading has been also shown in Table 2.1. Vibration test was 

stopped after 2237 hours exposure. Six components failed and nine survived. Since 

the packages locate at different position on the board, time to failure of each package 

was normalized based on unit 6 curvature information. The curvature information is 

obtained from quick FEA simulation using a commercial software calcePWA®. Two-

parameter Weibull distribution was used to as the best fit distribution for test results. 

Figure 2.7 shows vibration test results with shape factor (β= 1.48) and characteristic 

life (η= 3232 hrs). The mean life of the PBGA solder joint was calculated to 2922 

hours under this vibration loading condition. It was noticed, the shape parameter of 

vibration test results is much lower than the one in thermal cycling test. It indicates 

the vibration fatigue is quite different than temperature cycling fatigue. Therefore, 

simply linear superposition may be not appropriate for combined these two loadings. 

Combined loading experiment is then performed to verify it. 
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Figure 2.7 Two-parameter Weibull distribution of normalized vibration test results 
(β= 1.48, η= 3232, ρ= 0.97) 

 

2.3.3 Combined Loading Test Results  

Combined temperature cycling and vibration test was completed after 2953 hours 

exposure with all components failed. Time to failure of each package was also 

normalized based on unit 6. Two-parameter Weibull distribution was also used to as 

the best fit distribution for test results. Figure 2.8 shows combined loading test results 

with shape factor (β= 1.2) and characteristic life (η= 193 hrs). The mean life of the 

PBGA solder joint was calculated to 192 hours under combined loading.  

The experimental results show the time to failure of components significantly shorter 

under the combined loading compared to test results under temperature cycling alone 

and vibration alone. The earlier failure phenomena indicate the interaction exists 
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between temperature cycling and vibration loading. That interaction may change the 

vibration response of board, the stress state in solder, and the fatigue properties. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Two-parameter Weibull distribution of combined loading test results 
(β= 1.2, η= 193, ρ= 0.98)  
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on failed packages before they were removed from boards. Figure 2.9 shows a 

possible crack at a solder joint through visual inspection after the combined loading 

test. The failed specimen was then cross-sectioned to determine the failure site. 

Figure 2.10 shows the cross-section of the solder joint ball shown in Figure 2.9. The 

failures were identified to be due to fatigue cracks on the solder joint. 

 

Figure 2.9 A perimeter visual inspection image from one package with a 

possible cracked solder joint 

Possible crack 
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Figure 2.10 A cross-section image of the solder joint in Figure 2.9 

 

2.4 Summary 

Results from temperature cycling, random vibration loading and combined 

temperature and vibration accelerated life tests of PBGA assemblies were presented 

in this chapter. Section 2.1 outlined the design of accelerated test, such as test matrix, 

test setup, and failure detection schemes. In Section 2.2, the vibration response 

characterization results were presented. The characterization involved understanding 

the test specimen response to the selected test loads. The important observation made 

in Section 2.2 was that increasing the temperature increased the observed specimen 

response to random vibration excitation.  In Section 2.3 experimental results were 

presented for PBGA assemblies under different environmental loading conditions. 

The primary conclusion from the experiments is that there exists a strong dependence 

of solder damage on load interactions (thermal cycling + vibration loads versus 

thermal cycling load alone versus vibration load alone). These phenomena cannot be 
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quantified by a linear damage superposition approach such as the Palmgren-Miner 

hypothesis. The experimental observation calls for a detailed non-linear damage 

superposition scheme to understand and quantify the effects of temperature-vibration 

interactions on solder joint durability. 
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Chapter 3: Modified Incremental Damage 
Superposition Approach 

  
This incremental damage superposition approach (IDSA) was first proposed by 

Upadhyayula and Dasgupta [Upadhyayula, 1999] and applied to leaded packages. 

This approach uses a variant of Miner’s hypothesis, but in an incremental piece-wise 

linear sense at each stress level, to track nonlinear interactions between different load 

types of varying frequencies (temperature cycling and vibration). The original IDSA 

consists of four steps: Step 1) Thermal response characterization; Step 2) Vibration 

response characterization; Step 3) Interconnect stress analysis for combined 

temperature and vibration loads; Step 4) Creep-fatigue damage superposition.  

In this dissertation, this approach is applied to PBGA packages with some 

modifications. The modifications include the method to obtain strain relationship 

between PCB and solder joint, and strain approach to obtain solder joint damage. The 

details will be discussed in following sections.  

Instead of four steps organized as Upadhyayula [1999], this work is described to two 

major parts: thermal cycling simulation and vibration simulation. Figure 3.1 shows 

the flowchart for this work. Each box will be explained in details later. 
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Figure 3.1 Flowchart of incremental damage superposition approach on PBGA 
solder joint reliability assessment under combined temperature cycling and 

vibration loading 
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3.1 Thermal Cycling Simulation 

Thermal cycling simulation includes two parts: damage calculation due to thermal 

cycling loading and means stress history calculation. This work is done using finite 

element analysis (FEA). Details are described as following. 

3.1.1 Damage Calculation Due to Thermal Cycling 

Finite element analysis (FEA) was used to simulate the temperature cycling test.  A 

strip 3-dimenstion PBGA assembly model was developed using a commercial 

software ANSYS®. Figure 3.2 shows the whole model with zoom in on the solder 

ball. Thermal loading profile was the same as the one in temperature cycling test and 

combined loading test. The geometric parameters and mechanical properties are listed 

in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Temperature-dependent elastic properties were used for all 

materials except for the eutectic solders. The property data of the 63Sn37Pb eutectic 

solder was directly measured in the CALCE EPSC laboratory and used for simulation.  

Table 3.3 and 3.4 are linear isotropic material properties and creep properties for 

63Sn37Pb eutectic solder. The CTE of solder is 21 ppm/°C at 25 °C. The nonlinear 

stress vs. plastic strain curves of eutectic solder is shown in Figure 10 [Qi, 2004].  
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Figure 3.2 A strip 3D FEA model for PBGA272 assembly 
 

Table 3.1 Geometry parameters used in the FEA model 
Name Dimension (mm) 

272 PBGA package dimension (x X 
y) 

27 X 27 

Overmold thickness 1.15 

Substrate thickness 0.5 

Pitch 1.27 

Die dimension (x X y X z) 10.16 X 10.16 X 0.15 

Board thickness 1.5 

Solder ball collapse height 0.45 

Solder joint width 0.635 

Pad thickness 0.015 

Ball layout Peripheral array 
 

Table 3.2 Material properties in the model 
Material E (GPa) CTE (ppm) Poisson’s ration 

Die 303.46 5.26 0.22 
FR4 (board) 17.2 15.7 0.28 
Overmold 15.86 15.0 0.25 
Substrate 13.0 13 0.2 
Cu (pad) 121 17 0.3 
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Table 3.3 Linear isotropic material properties for 63sn37pb eutectic solder [Qi, 
2004] 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 

Temp (K) 193 208 218 273 298 338 378 

Elastic Modulus (MPa), x 54497 50994 48658 35812 29973 20629 12455

Poisson Ratio, xy 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 
 

Table 3.4 Creep table--generalized garofalo (secondary) [Qi, 2004] 

 T1 T2 

Temperature (K) 218 398 

C1 1239.5 255.95 

C2 0.053523 0.14197 

C3 3.3 3.3 

C4 6359.5 6359.5 
  

 
Figure 3.3 Nonlinear Stress vs. Plastic Strain Curve for Solder Material [Qi, 2004] 

 

The outmost ball was chosen for stress/strain calculation due to the maximum 

stress/strain location. Strain energy was averaged along the bottom layer of solder 

joints where the maximum strain locates.  The energy partitioning approach 

[Dasgupta, et. al., 1992] was used to compute the damage due to temperature cycling 
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loading. This approach has been experimentally verified in previous studies [Barker, 

et. al., 1993; Rothman, et. al., 1996]. The primary feature of the energy-partitioning 

approach is to partition the area under the stress-strain curve into three components-

elastic, plastic and creep energy. The total energy per cycle (Utotal) is defined as the 

sum of the stored elastic energy, the plastic work dissipated, and the creep work 

dissipated  

''' d
fcco

c
fppo

b
feeocrpetotal NWNWNUWWUU ++=++=     (Eqn. 3.1) 

where Ueo is the elastic coefficient, b' is the elastic exponent, Wpo is the plastic 

exponent, c' is the plastic exponent, Wco is the creep coefficient, and d' is the creep 

exponent. Table 3.5 lists these constants value [Rothman, 1995]. 

 
Table 3.5 Energy partitioning damage model constants for eutectic solder 

[Rothman, 1995] 
Energy Partitioning Model Constant Value 

b' -0.18 
c' -0.6 
d' -1 

Ueo (MPa/cycleb’) 0.698 
Wpo (MPa/cycleb’) 165 
Wco (MPa/cycleb’) 94 

 

Damage contribution from thermal cycling load (Dth) is given by  

NNNNDDDD
thfcfpfe

crplelth

1111
=++=++=      (Eqn. 3.2) 

where, Nfe, Nfp, Nfc are cycles to failure for corresponding elastic, plastic and creep 

damaged and Nth is total cycles to failure under thermal cycling loading. 
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3.1.2 Mean Stress History Calculation 

Another key output from FEA thermal simulation is mean stress history. It has been 

experimentally observed and verified that if cyclic loading is not completely reversed, 

then the mean stresses can affect the fatigue life [Dowling, 1993]. A tensile mean 

stress decreases the fatigue life while a compressive mean stresses can enhance the 

fatigue life. Figure 11 shows the mean stress history in one thermal cycle. It illustrates 

that the mean stress during the hot dwell was compressive in nature and during the 

cold dwell was tensile in nature. This mean stress history was used for damage 

calculation in vibration simulation and discussed as following. 

 

Figure 3.4 Mean stress history from the thermomechanical analysis of PBGA272 
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3.2 Vibration Loading Simulation 

Vibration loading simulation also involves two parts: solder joint strain calculation 

and damage calculation due to vibration loading. The first part is done using FEA and 

the second part is done using a strain range approach. Details are described as 

following.  

3.2.1 Solder Joint Strain Calculation 

The PCB strain information under different temperature levels were already obtained 

from the experimental measurement and described in Chapter 2. The main purpose of 

this experiment measurement is to get solder joint strain information for damage 

calculation later. Therefore it is necessary to build a relationship between the PCB 

strain information and solder joint strain information. To different from the original 

IDSA [Upadhyayula, 1999], the relationship was built in this study through running 

FEA models under static bending loadings at three temperature levels (150 °C, 25 °C, 

and -50 °C). The advantage of this method is to fully reuse the models built for 

thermal cycling simulation and quickly obtain accurate results. Figure 3.5 shows the 

deform shape when bending loading was applied on the edge of PCB. The PCB strain 

was averaged along the bottom layer elements based on the strain gage size. The 

solder joint strain was averaged along the 2% elements around the maximum strain 

element. The relationships between PCB strain and solder joint strain at different 

temperature levels were built using power law relationship and shown in Figure 3.6. 

Using these response curves, the solder joint strain range RDFs at different 
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temperatures were then obtained from the PCB strain histories. These information are 

used for damage analysis in next section. 

 
Figure 3.5 Deformed shape of PBGA assembly under bending loading 

 

 
Figure 3.6 Temperature dependent PCB strain-solder joint strain response curves 

for PBGA272 
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3.2.2 Solder Joint Damage Calculation Due to Vibration Loading 

In Chapter 1, a generalized strain range approach with considering of the mean stress 

in the elastic term [Morrow, 1965] was described for solder joint life predictions: 

( ) ( )c
ff

b
f

ofpe NN
E

22
)(

222
ε

σσεεε
+

−
=

Δ
+

Δ
=

Δ    (Eqn. 3.3) 

where  

Δε = the total strain range,  

Δεe = the elastic strain range,   

Δεp = the plastic strain range,  

E = the modulus of elasticity,  

σf = stress strength coefficient,  

σo = mean stress,  

b = the fatigue strength exponent,  

c = the fatigue ductility exponent,  

εf = the fatigue ductility coefficient. 

Considering the temperature effect on the strain range, mean stress and coefficients, 

Equation 3.3 can be modified to Equation 3.4: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c
fTf

b
f

ToTf NN
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T 22
)(

2
ε

σσε
+

−
=

Δ  (Eqn. 3.4) 

The strain range in Equation 3.4 was obtained from the strain RDF described in 

previous Section 3.2.1. The mean stress history was obtained from thermal cycling 
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simulation 3.1.2. In the original IDSA approach, the damage constants—fatigue 

coefficient and ductility coefficient are temperature independent. Upadhyayula [1999] 

suggested considering these damage constants are temperature dependent in future 

work and gave the constants values.  In this study, this suggestion is taken and 

constants at different temperature levels are used in Equation 3.4 as listed in Table 

3.6. Since there are no vibration test results under extreme temperature levels, the 

constant values are not validated for this study. The variation between simulation and 

test results are expected. 
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Table 3.6 Temperature dependent damage constants [Upadhyayula, 1999] 

Damage constants Low T Room T High T 

Fatigue coefficient σf 215 MPa 155 MPa 45 MPa 

Ductility coefficient εf 0.4 0.62 1.3 

 

By numerically solving Equation 3.4, the life response to each strain range at 

different temperature levels can be obtained. The damage accumulated in the solder 

joint was then computed by incrementally adding the damage due to vibration loads 

(with mean stresses included) at each discrete temperature level: 

v
jT

j i i

i
v N

t
N
nD

j

1))(( == ∑ ∑    (Eqn. 3.5) 

where  

ni  = number of occurrences from strain RDF,  

Tj = discretized temperature levels,  

tj = fraction of total time spend at the discretized temperature level,  

Ni = life predictions from generalized strain life model for each increment (in 

presence of mean stresses),  

Dv = accumulated vibration induced damage,  

Nv = accumulated solder joint fatigue life under vibrational loading. 
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Equation 3.5 gives the solder joint damage caused by vibration loading with effect of 

thermal cycling along one thermal cycle. This damage is then superposed with the 

damage due to thermal cycling and discussed in next section. 

 

3.3 Total Damage Superposition 

The overall damage per thermal cycle was calculated by superposing the damage due 

to temperature cycling loading and the damage due to vibration loading: 

DDD vthtotal +=         (Eqn. 3.6) 

where 

 Dth = damage caused by temperature cycling (from Eqn. 3.2) 

 Dv = damage caused by vibration loading (from Eqn. 3.5) 

and the fatigue life was the reverse of  the total damage : 

total
f D

N 1
=       (Eqn. 3.7) 

 

3.4 Comparison of Simulation and Test Results 

In this section, the simulation results are compared with test results under combined 

temperature cycling and vibration loading conditions. Solder joint fatigue life was 

normalized based on the life under random vibration loading at room temperature. 

Figure 3.10 shows the solder joint life under thermal cycling loading is close to the 

life under vibration loading at room temperature. While two different loadings 

combined together, the solder joint life dramatically decreases to approximately 7% 
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of the life under pure vibration loading condition. The experimental results show the 

strong dependence of load combinations on solder joint durability. 

The first simulation effort is to apply linear superposition damage approach (LDSA) 

to estimate the solder joint life under combined loading condition.  As described in 

Chapter 1, by solving Equation 1.9 and 1.0, the solder joint life can be obtained. For 

this case, the vibration natural frequency, fv, is 270 Hz, and thermal cycling 

frequency, fth, is calculated as the reciprocal of total cycle time (78 minutes). The life 

under thermal cycling is 2467 cycles and 2922 hours for vibration loading. To 

calculate one thermal cycle damage and converted to total life expected, Figure 3.10 

shows there is about 7 times difference between LDSA prediction and experimental 

results. Therefore in applications where load interactions are significant, damage 

superposition approaches that add damages due to individual loads in a linear fashion 

are not suitable and more detailed damage superposition schemes are required to 

systematically account for non-linear load interactions.  

The second simulation effort is to apply the incremental damage superposition approach 

(IDSA) on this PBGA solder joint life prediction. As described in 3.1 and 3.2, through 

thermal cycling simulation, vibration simulation and damage superposition, Figure 3.10 

shows the IDSA prediction within two times range of experimental results, which is 

generally acceptable for simulation accuracy. This simulation result proves this 

modified IDSA approach reflects the damage trend by considering the temperature 

effects on vibration and the interactions between combined loads.  
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of the IDSA damage prediction for PBGA272 with the 

LDSA prediction and experimental results 
 
 

3.5 Summary 

A more detailed damage superposition scheme that systematically accounts for non-

linear load interactions was applied to simulate solder joint fatigue life. The interactions 

that have been systematically captured in this modified IDSA include: changes of 

vibration response under random vibration loading at different temperatures, 

temperature dependent PCB strain-solder joint strain response curves due to changes 

in constitutive properties of solder, effects of thermomechanical mean stresses on 

vibration induced fatigue, and incremental damage accumulation instead of linearly 

superposing independent damages due to vibration and thermal loads.  The simulation 

results showed the trend fits experimental results well. It indicates this incremental 

damage superposition approach can catch the possible interaction between two loads. 
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Chapter 4: Rapid Life Prediction Approach 

Chapter 3 already demonstrated the modified IDSA applicability on PBGA solder 

joint durability assessment under combined environmental loading conditions. 

However, this approach is based on detailed finite element analysis and experimental 

strain measurement, which is costly and time consuming.  Based on this incremental 

damage superposition concept, a rapid solder joint fatigue life prediction simulation 

approach for PBGA was also developed for combined temperature cycling and 

vibration loading conditions.  

This approach includes a thermomechanical stress model and a vibration stress model 

to analyze the interconnect stress under thermal cycling and vibration loading 

conditions. The mean stress during thermal cycling was obtained from pre-built 

predictive models. The damage due to two different loadings was then calculated 

using the generalized strain approach and superposed. The flow chart is shown in 

Figure 4.1 and details for each part are described in the following sections.  

Compared to the detail FEA approach, the major advantage of this approach is quick 

reliability assessment within acceptable accuracy. Therefore, it can be used as a rapid 

tool for qualification and accelerated testing design and approximate life prediction.   
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Figure 4.1 The flowchart of rapid life prediction approach (RLPA) 
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4.1 Temperature Cycling Simulation 

Temperature cycling simulation involves three parts: interconnect stress/strain 

analysis, interconnect damage analysis, and mean stress response curve generation. 

The backbone of this work is the similar as previous discussion 3.1 but with the 

purpose to replace the detail finite element analysis with some rapid models and 

methods. 

4.1.1 Interconnect Stress/Strain Analysis 

To analyze the solder joint damage, the interconnect stress should be analyzed first. 

The stress analysis model chosen in this study is a 1st order Analytic Stress Analysis 

Model [Engelmaier, 1991; CALCE, 2004]. This model assumes the cyclic strain is 

caused by the differences in expansion between the PBGA and the PCB. The solder 

joint is approximately considered as a simple pillar of solder that is subjected to in 

plane shear stresses. The thermally induced cyclic strain was calculated by 

considering only in-plane deformations due to a very stiff component and PCB acting 

on a simple column of solder. Creep fatigue was assumed as dominates damage 

mechanism, and local CTE mismatch was ignored. Equation 4.1 gives the strain 

calculation formula 

e
D

p T
h

LF ΔΔ=Δ αγ      (Eqn. 4.1) 

where   

Δγ is solder strain range,   

h is nominal height of solder joint,  
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ΔαΔΤe = αcΔTc - αsΔTs = equivalent, cyclic, in-plane thermal expansion 

 mismatch,  

αc, αs are coefficients of linear thermal expansion for component and 

 PCB, respectively,  

ΔTc, ΔTs are cyclic temperature swing of component and substrate (beneath 

 component), respectively,  

F is empirical correction factor to account for idealized assumptions, (F varies 

from 0.5 to 1.5, typical values are around 1.0 and are determined by fitting 

fatigue life results to predicted life) 

LD is component length, = 0.707 * interconnect span length for the outer 

corner 

In this study, the input parameter value for this model is listed in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 The input parameters for 1st order stress analysis model 

Parameter Value 

LD 19.1 mm 

h 0.45 mm 

Δα 2.7 ppm/°C 

ΔΤ 200 °C 

F 1.0 
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4.1.2 Interconnect Damage Analysis 

 After the stress/strain analysis, interconnect damage analysis is performed. The 

starting point of the methodology is the well known Coffin-Manson plastic strain 

fatigue life relationship.  

c

f

p
thfN

1

, 22
1

⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛ Δ
=

ε
γ

    (Eqn. 4.2) 

In the above equation, it is difficult to determine the time and temperature dependent 

plastic shear strain range, Δγp. A modified Coffin-Manson equation (Engelmaier, 

1991; CALCE, 2004] was developed to use the maximum available displacement 

shear and accounting for the incomplete degree of stress relaxation/creep with a time 

and temperature dependent exponent. The modified Coffin-Manson strain fatigue life 

relationship is then  

c

f
thfN

1

, 22
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⎟
⎟
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⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛ Δ
=

ε
γ     (Eqn. 4.3) 

where   

Nf = median cycles to component failure (number of cycles to 50% of 

component population failure) 

Δγ = solder cyclic shear strain range 

2εf = fatigue ductility coefficient 

c = fatigue ductility exponent  
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Using isothermal experimental data developed by R. Wild [1973], the approximate 

values for the fatigue ductility constants for eutectic solder were determined to 

2εf = 0.65 for near eutectic solders 

c = -0.442-(6 x 10-4)TSJ+1.74 x 10-2 ln (1+360/td) for near eutectic solders 

where 

TSJ = 0.25(Tc+Ts+2To) = mean cyclic solder joint temperature 

Ts, Tc = steady state operating temperature for substrate and component 

To = temperature during off half-cycle 

td = half-cycle dwell time at high temperature 

 

The key assumptions in this model include:   

1) Failure obeys a power law relation; 

2) Fatigue exponent was evaluated from Wild's early solder data; 

3) Δγ is the total average strain range and not the average plastic strain range; 

4) Δγ as calculated in the 1st order stress analysis model (not valid for more 

sophisticated stress or strain analysis results). 

This model has been validated on BGA through extensive test results from literatures 

[CALCE, 2002]. Out of the 58 comparisons only 5 were outside of the 2x band.  For 

these five (5) the software estimate was conservative as Figure 4.2 shows.  
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Figure 4.2 Validation of 1st order thermal fatigue model for BGA 
 

 Then the damage due to thermal cycling load can be calculated using Equation 4.4 

thf
th N
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=       (Eqn. 4.4) 

This damage caused by temperature cycling will be superposed with the damage 

caused by vibration loading later. 

4.1.3 Means Stress Predictive Models 

As described in Chapter 3, mean stress history under thermal cycling loading can be 

determined by creating a finite element model. However, it requires user to master the 

FEA techniques and spend time and cost to finish this modeling work. Therefore, 

there is a need to a method that does not require the user to perform a detailed finite 

element analysis and that can be used quick what-if design analysis. In this study, the 

effects of factors such as ball pitch (A), solder joint height (B), temperature range (C) 
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and CTE mismatch (D) on mean stress history were studied. These four factors are 

chosen since they are also reflected in 1st order stress analysis model. The ball pitch 

does not explicitly show up in 1st order stress analysis model, but it relates to 

component length. For example with smaller pitch, the component length will 

decrease with the same number of balls. Thus, the final predictive equation will be of 

the form:  

( )DCBAfStressMean ,,,_ =    (Eqn. 4.5) 

4.1.3.1 Design of Simulation (DOS) 

As shown in Table 4.1, a full 2-level, 4 factor design of simulation (DOS) were 

performed. As seen, ball pitch (A) was varied from 1 to 1.27 mm, solder joint height 

(B) was varied from 0.45 to 0.55 mm, temperature range (C) was varied from 105 °C 

to 200 °C, and CTE mismatch (D) was varied from 1.4 ppm/°C to 2.7 ppm/°C.  

Table 4.1 2-level 4-factor DOS 

Run A 

(mm) 

B 

(mm) 

C (°C) D 

(ppm/°C)

Mean 

Stress 

(MPa) 

@ -55 

°C 

Mean 

Stress 

(MPa) 

@ 25 

°C 

Mean 

Stress 

(MPa) 

@ 150 

°C 

1 1.27 0.45 105 1.8 20.2 4.6 -2.21 

2 1.27 0.45 105 2.7 19.99 4.5 -2.2 

3 1.27 0.45 200 1.8 29.03 3.3 -1.62 
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4 1.27 0.45 200 2.7 28.77 4 -1.62 

5 1.27 0.55 105 1.8 23.42 6.96 -2.55 

6 1.27 0.55 105 2.7 23.36 6.73 -2.55 

7 1.27 0.55 200 1.8 33.72 6.4 -1.8 

8 1.27 0.55 200 2.7 33.87 6.5 -1.8 

9 1 0.45 105 1.8 20.45 6.36 -2.21 

10 1 0.45 105 2.7 20.52 6.25 -2.22 

11 1 0.45 200 1.8 28.84 5.6 -1.66 

12 1 0.45 200 2.7 28.9 5.6 -1.66 

13 1 0.55 105 1.8 22.32 7.78 -2.53 

14 1 0.55 105 2.7 22.55 7.8 -2.54 

15 1 0.55 200 1.8 32.16 7.5 -1.85 

16 1 0.55 200 2.7 32.31 7.5 -1.84 

 

For each case, a finite element simulation was performed. As described in Chapter 3, 

mean stresses at three different temperature levels are the keys for damage 

calculation. Therefore three response mean stress at three different temperatures are 

listed in Table 4.1.   
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4.1.3.2 Main Effects and Interaction Analysis 

Main effects and interaction analysis will help determine the predictors and the 

combination of predictors that have a significant effect on the response. Mean stress 

will be the response and the predictors are the A, B, C, and D. Minitab® version 14 

was used for all analysis. First of all, mean stress at low temperature was chosen for 

analysis.  

Figure 4.3 shows a normal probability plot of the effects of a confidential interval of 

95%. The most influential predictors are found to be in the order of importance: C, B, 

BC, AB, A, and AC.  

 

Figure 4.3 Normal probability plot of the effects 
 

It is observed that predictor D, the CTE mismatch, is not considered a significant 

factor. This can be seen by looking at the main effects plot shown in Figure 4.4 and 

the interaction effects plot shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows the interaction 
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terms BC, AB and AC to be most significant as shown by the nonparallel lines in the 

interaction plot matrix. One possible reason for CTE mismatch insignificancy is the 

variation is too small. The values were chosen in this study is from the CTE 

experimental measurement between PBGA and two different types FR4 boards. 

These two types FR4 boards were chosen is because their CTE are different but with 

similar modulus. CTE mismatch may be a significant factor if it varies in a large 

range, such as ceramic and PCB. However, the modulus should be also considered as 

a factor then. This part work is discussed as suggestion on future work in Chapter 5 

and beyond this study scope. 

 

Figure 4.4 Main effects 
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Figure 4.5 Interaction effects 

 

4.1.3.3 Linear Regression Analysis 

The next step is to perform regression analysis based on A, B, C, AB, AC, and BC. 

The stepwise regression was chosen using both forward method and backward 

method to check the consistence. Alpha was chosen 0.05 for 95% confidence level. 

The results are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. Both of Figures indicate the 

solder joint height (B), temperature range (C) and ball pitch*temperature range (AC) 

are the significant ones. Therefore another two interaction term, AB and BC, will 

neglected in the final regression model. On the other hand, since ball pitch (A) and 

CTE mismatch (D) have real physical means and the final model should include these 

two items.  
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Figure 4.6 Forward stepwise regression analysis 
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Figure 4.7 Backward stepwise regression analysis 

 

The results of a regression analysis based on A, B, C, D, and AC is shown in Figure 

4.8. As seen, this model includes all predictor terms and the interaction effect of ball 

pitch and temperature range. This model is adequate based on the R-Sq(adj) of 98.6% 

and the standard deviation, σ = 0.61 MPa. Many other models are possible, however 

this model fits the criteria and is of the simple form, as shown in Equation 4.6. 

ACDCBAStressMean lowT 00684.0085.00974.07.3603.062.5_ −−+++−=  
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(Eqn. 4.6) 

 

Figure 4.8 Regression analysis on A, B, C, D, and AC 
 

For the high temperature and room temperature, the same effect and regression 

analysis were performed using Minitab® 14. Figure 4.9–4.11 show the effects 

analysis for high temperature means stress. The most influential predictors are found 

to be in the order of importance: C, B, BC, AB, and A, which are similar as the trend 

for low temperature. Through regression analysis, it was found no interaction term is 

significant and CTE mismatch, D, is excluded since insignificancy. The predictive 

model is given in Equation 4.7.  

CBAStressMean highT 00679.057.20741.089.1_ +−+−=   (Eqn. 4.7) 
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Figure 4.9 Normal probability plot of the effects on means stress at high 
temperature 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Main effects on mean stress at high temperature 
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Figure 4.11 Interaction effects on means stress at high temperature 
 

 

For room temperature, the most influential predictors are found to be in the order of 

importance: B, A, C and AB. Through regression analysis, it was observed the 

interaction term AB is not significant. Figure 4.12–14 for effects analysis on room 

temperature mean stress. Therefore, the final predictive model in terms of A, B, C, 

and D is given in Equation 4.8. 

DCBAStressMean roomT 053.000603.02.2128.528.2_ +−+−=  (Eqn. 4.8) 
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Figure 4.12 Normal probability plot of the effects on means stress at room 
temperature 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Main effect on mean stress at room temperature 
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Figure 4.14 Interaction plot on effects on mean stress at room temperature 
 

For this study, the mean stresses at three different temperature levels (-50 °C, 25 °C, 

and 150 °C) can be solved using Equation 4.6-4.8 as 28.90 MPa, 4.05 MPa, and -1.59 

MPa. These information will be used for vibration damage analysis and discussed 

later. 

 

4.2 Vibration Simulation 

Vibration simulation involves three steps: deformation calculation, interconnect 

stress/strain analysis and interconnect damage analysis. In this part, instead of using 

experimental strain measurement, interconnect stress/strain are calculated using 

curvature information and bending moment. The generalized strain approach is 

applied for damage assessment. Finally the damage is incrementally superposed for 

the discretized temperature levels. 
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4.2.1 PCB Deformation Calculation 

Experimental measurement is an accurate way to obtain PCB deformation. However, 

it is costly to setup the measurement and time consuming to post process the data. It 

is necessary to find a way to quickly estimate PCB and interconnect deformation. In 

this study, PCB deformation under random vibration loading was quickly assessed 

using a commercial software calcePWA®. The assessment process is described as 

following. 

First, the whole assembly including PBGAs and PCB was modeled with correct 

boundary conditions, as Figure 4.15 shows. The geometry and material properties are 

described in Chapter 3. Then the assembly was automatically meshed to generate a 

FEA model, which is shown in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.17 gives random vibration 

loading as PSD plot. The frequency range is 100-1000Hz and PSD level is 0.10 

G2/Hz. Using the software built-in FEA analysis function, the assembly vibration 

mode, natural frequency, and curvature information can be quickly obtained. Figure 

4.18–4.20 shows the first three modes and responded natural frequency.   
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Figure 4.15 PBGA assembly model in calcePWA® 
 

 
Figure 4.16 FEM for the PBGA assembly 

 

Wedge lock  PBGA272 
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Figure 4.17 Random vibration PSD plot 

 

 

Figure 4.18 First mode of PBGA assembly with natural frequency, 277 Hz 
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Figure 4.19 Second mode of PBGA assembly with natural frequency, 329 Hz  
 

 
Figure 4.20 Third mode of PBGA assembly with natural frequency, 491 Hz 

 

The board curvature distribution at room temperature is schematically shown in 

Figure 4.21. Considering the temperature effects, the PCB curvature was also 
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calculated at high temperature, 150 °C, and low temperature, -50 °C. This curvature 

information will be used to for load input for local component model. 

 

Figure 4.21 The board random curvature at room temperature 
 
 

4.2.2 Interconnect Stress/Strain Analysis 

Though detailed FEA may accurately determine interconnect stress/strain under 

vibration loading, it is not satisfied the rapid assessment requirement for most users. 

Therefore it is necessary to develop a simple analytic model to approximately analyze 

the interconnect stress/strain within acceptable accuracy range.  

Siddharth [1995] proposed a rapid stress analysis model to calculates the 

deformations induced in the leaded component-PWB assembly due to external 

bending moments applied to the PWB. The primary purpose of developing the model 

was for evaluating the maximum stress in the leads. This model is applicable to 

problems associated with either a static deformation of the component/PWB assembly 

or vibration. There are several major assumptions in his study: 
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(a) Lead-solder attachment is treated as a continuous elastic attachment. This 

assumption is valid for the number of leads in the package is sufficiently large 

compared to the length of the component. For high density area array package, 

such as PBGA272, this assumption is also valid. 

(b) Lead-solder attachment is assumed to transmit axial forces to the component in 

the direction perpendicular to the plane of PWB.  

(c) The component and the board are modeled as rectangular beams with enhanced 

rigidity. The governing equations of the model are based on beam theory and 

therefore account for warpage or bending only in one in-plane direction. 

(d) Rotational stiffness of the lead-solder attachment assumed to have negligible 

effect on board and component curvatures. 

Using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [Timoshenko, 1971; Boresi and Sidebottom, 

1993] the deflections in the component and the PWB are given by the following 

expressions: 

)]()([)()( 1211 xwxwkxqxwD iv −==     (Eqn. 4.9) 

)]()([)()( 12
2

1

2

1
22 xwxwk

b
bxq

b
bxwD iv −−=−=     (Eqn. 4.10) 

where  

w1(x) = deflections of the component as a function of position x, 

w2(x) = deflections of the PWB as a function of position x, 

D1 = flexural rigidities of component, 
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D2 = flexural rigidities of PWB,  

b1, b2 are the thickness of the component and PWB respectively, 

k = spring constant of the elastic attachment. 

The spring constant, k, of the elastic attachment is related to the spring 

constant K of an individual lead-solder assembly by the expression 

12lb
mKk =     (Eqn. 4.11) 

where l  is the half-length of the component-PWB assembly (shown in Figure 4.16); 

m is the total number of interconnects (lead-solder I/Os) in the package. Combining 

Equations 4.10 and Equation 4.11 and using the boundary conditions in Equation 4.12 

a fourth order differential equation is obtained. 
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The details on the solution of the differential equations are presented elsewhere 

[Suhir, 1988 and Siddharth, 1995] and the final deflections in the component and the 

PWB are presented in Equations 4.13 and 4.14 
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where  

Vo(αx) = cosh(αx)cos(αx) 
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V1(αx) = [cosh(αx)sin(αx) + sinh(αx)cos(αx)]/sqrt(2) 

V2(αx) = sinh(αx)sin(αx) 

V4(αx) = [cosh(αx)sin(αx) -  sinh(αx)cos(αx)]/sqrt(2) 

u = α l = [Km(1+η)/(8 b2 D2 l)]1/4 

χ1(u) = (6/u2 ) {[cosh(u) sin (u) – sinh(u) cos (u)]/[sinh(2u) +sin (2u))]} 

φ1(u) = (2 ) {[cosh(u) sin (u) + sinh(u) cos (u)]/[sinh(2u) +sin (2u))]} 

 

The force in the lead at a position x is given by  

)]()([ 21 xwxwKFL −=     (Eqn. 4.15) 

The stress in the lead due to axial force: 

L

L

A
F

=σ      (Eqn. 4.16) 

where, 

 FL = force experienced in the lead 

 AL = area of cross-section of the lead 

In this study, solder joints are the replacement for the lead-solder attachment in his 

model. The bending moment was first calculated using well known plate moment-

curvature relations for small deformation theory as Equation. 4.17 shows: 

( )κν 23 1/
12
1

−= EhM    (Eqn. 4.17) 

where, 
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 E is modulus,  

ν is Poisson’s ratio,  

κ is curvature,  

h is thickness of plate. 

The curvature information was obtained from PCB deformation analysis as described 

in previous section. For different curvatures at different temperature levels, the 

bending moments are separately calculated. For this study, the temperature levels are 

high temperature (150 °C), room temperature (25 °C), and low temperature (-50 °C). 

Then the stress in solder joint can be obtained by solving Equations 4.13-4.16. Since 

it is assumed solder joints as elastic attachment under vibration loading condition, the 

strain can be obtained using the simple elastic stress and strain relationship.  

4.2.3 Interconnect Damage Analysis 

Interconnect damage analysis is performed after interconnect stress/strain analysis 

done. A generalized strain range approach was used to for solder joint damage 

assessment. This approach has been discussed in Chapter 3. It is aware the difference 

between here and Chapter 3 is that: 1) strain range is obtained through the curvature 

and stress/strain analysis using quick methods; 2) mean stress is obtained from the 

predictive models which were built based on the DOS. The Equation 4.18shows the 

calculation again 

  ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c
fTf

b
f

ToTf NN
TE

T 22
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2
ε

σσε
+

−
=

Δ    (Eqn. 4.18) 
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Then the fatigue life responded to the strain ranges at different temperature levels can 

be obtained by numerically solving this equation. The damage accumulated in the 

solder joint was computed by incrementally adding the damage due to vibration loads 

(with mean stresses included) at each discrete temperature level as Equation 4.19 

shows 

( ) ∑∑ ==
T Tf

j

T
jvtotalv N

f
fTDD

)(
)(    (Eqn. 4.19) 

where  

 Dv = accumulated vibration induced damage 

 Nf  = accumulated solder joint fatigue life under vibrational loading 

 fj = fraction of vibration damage at the discretized temperature level  

 

4.3 Damage Superposition 

The overall damage was a superposition of the damage due to thermal cycling loading 

and the damage due to vibration loading. The fatigue life is then the reversal of the 

overall damage. 

DDD vthtotal +=     (Eqn. 4.20) 

total
f D

N 1
=     (Eqn. 4.21) 
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4.4 Comparison Between Test Results, LDSA, IDSA and RLPA 

Figure 4.17 compares RLPA predictions for PBGA272 with experimental results and 

linear damage superposition predictions and IDSA predictions. It indicates RLPA can 

reflect the experimental trend better than the traditional linear damage superposition 

approach. As expected, RLPA is not accurate as IDSA due to much simplification. 

However, considering its rapidness and easy to use, it is still can be used as a design 

tool for PBGA solder joint reliability assessment at the beginning stage.  

 
Figure 4.17 Comparison between experimental results and simulation results  
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4.5 Summary 

Based on the incremental damage superposition concept, a rapid solder joint fatigue 

life prediction approach for PBGA was also developed for combined temperature 

cycling and vibration loading conditions. This approach replace the detail FEA 

models with a thermomechanical stress model and a vibration stress model to analyze 

the interconnect stress under thermal cycling and vibration loading conditions. The 

mean stress during thermal cycling was obtained from a pre-built response curve. The 

damage due to two different loadings was then calculated using the generalized strain 

approach and superposed. 

The simulation results showed the prediction trend fits experimental results better than 

the traditional Miner’s rule. It indicates this rapid approach can capture the interaction 

between two environmental loadings and can be used as the approximate design tool 

for qualification and accelerated tests and quick reliability assessment.  
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Chapter 5: Contributions and Suggestions for Future 
Work 
 

Concurrent vibration and thermal environment is commonly encountered in the 

service life of electronic equipment, including those used in automotive, avionic, and 

military products. Combined temperature cycling and vibration loading tests are 

expected to reflect the real use environments and enhance the test time compression 

by increasing the rate of damage accumulation and therefore decreasing the 

associated time and costs. On the other hand, use of combined test environments is 

complicated by the presence of multiple competing failure mechanisms that are 

influenced by various factors such as applied loads, test configuration, material 

behavior, microstructural influences etc. Though extensive research exists in 

literature for solder joint failures due to thermal cycling, limited research has been 

conducted on investigating solder joint failures due to a combination of vibration and 

thermal cycling. It is required a systematic study through experiments, stress/strain 

analysis and damage estimation to ensure accurate extrapolation of damage 

accumulation rates from test environment to use environment. 

This dissertation provides the first systematic experimental study where significant 

interactions between combined temperature cycling and vibration loads resulted in 

quicker damage accumulation in solder joints as compared to the damage 

accumulation due to temperature cycling alone and vibration alone. The dissertation 
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also applies an incremental damage superposition approach on PBGA solder joint to 

quantify the complex interactions between temperature cycling and vibration loads.   

Based on this incremental damage superposition approach concept, this study further 

provides a rapid solder joint fatigue life prediction simulation approach for PBGA 

solder joint under combined temperature cycling and vibration loading conditions. 

The results of this study enable one to 

(i) design qualification and accelerated tests appropriately; 

(ii) predict product field life by extrapolating laboratory results quickly and 

accurately. 

Section 5.1 summarized the primary contributions of the dissertation while Section 

5.2 presents suggestions for future work.  

5.1 Contributions of the Dissertation 

1) This study first systemically studied the PBGA solder joint damage under multiple 

environmental loading conditions (thermal cycling alone, vibration loading alone, 

and combined thermal cycling + vibration loads) and explores the clear dependence 

of solder damage on load interactions. Specifically, for the load histories employed 

in this dissertation, solder joints are found to be more vulnerable to the combined 

application of random vibration and thermal cycling than to random vibration 

excitation at room temperature and thermal cycling alone. Therefore traditional 

linear damage superposition approaches that add damages due to individual loads in 

a linear fashion are not suitable for those applications where load interactions are 

significant.  
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2) An modified incremental damage superposition approach (IDSA) using finite 

element analysis was applied to PBGA solder joint reliability assessment. This 

approach can model the nonlinear interactions between vibration loading and 

thermal cycling. It considers the temperature effect on vibration response and 

constitutive properties of solder, and the vibration fatigue damage affected by 

thermomechanical mean stress affects. The total damage is incrementally 

superposed along the whole thermal cycle instead of linearly superposing 

damages due to vibration and thermal loads acting independently. This approach 

was validated through experiments and reflects the actual damage trends.  

3) A rapid solder joint fatigue life prediction simulation approach for PBGA solder 

joint was also developed for combined temperature cycling and vibration loading 

conditions. This approach included a thermomechanical stress model and a 

vibration stress model to analyze the interconnect stress under thermal cycling 

and vibration loading conditions. The mean stress during thermal cycling was 

obtained from the response curve. The damage due to two different loadings was 

then calculated using the generalized strain approach and superposed. This 

approach was also validated using experimental data and can quickly predict 

solder joint life in an acceptable range.  

In conclusion, this dissertation first systematically studied the interactions effects on 

PBGA solder joint fatigue through experiments and simulation. Experimental results 

clearly showed much earlier PBGA solder joint failure under combined loading 

compared with either thermal cycling or vibration loading alone. It was found that 

traditional linear superposition can overpredict the solder joint fatigue life since it 
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neglects the interaction of the vibration and thermal cyclic loadings. The dissertation 

also demonstrates an incremental damage superposition approach using finite element 

analysis can adequately captures the interactions between temperature and vibration 

loads and accurately predict PBGA solder joint fatigue life. Further, a rapid solder 

joint fatigue life prediction simulation approach for PBGA solder joint was also 

developed to quickly calculate the damage caused by combined temperature cycling 

and vibration loading conditions and assess solder joint reliability. This study 

provides the conceptual framework for quantifying the interactions between 

temperature and vibrations on solder durability. However, further studies are required 

to verify, enhance and improvise the techniques that were presented in this study. 

Suggestions for further improvements are provided in Section 5.2. 

5.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

This dissertation provides a detail and a rapid modeling approaches to quantify 

temperature and vibration interactions on solder joint durability. The damage 

methodology developed in this study can be used to design meaningful and faster 

accelerated and qualification tests. For example, the damage methodology can 

potentially be used to guide the short combined loading tests to replace long duration 

pure loading tests. The damage methodology can also be used to extrapolate test 

results to use environment conditions. However, for this complex combined loading 

phenomenon, there are still some further work needs to do. In this section, 

suggestions are provided for future improvements of the tools, approaches and 

procedures presented in this dissertation. 
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5.2.1 Vibration Effect on Thermal Cycling  

In this study, only the effect of thermal cycling on vibration loading was considered 

and calculated. Zhao et. al. [2000] used moiré interferometry (MI) to measure the 

inelastic deformation field of solder joints of an actual ball grid array (BGA) package 

under concurrent vibration (in-plain) and thermal cycling loading. Measurements 

showed vibration has significant effects on the inelastic behavior of solder joints, 

especially coupled with thermal cycling. However, no reliability tests were performed 

to obtain the solder joint fatigue life under combined loading conditions and no 

damage model were proposed to take account for the combined loading in their study. 

Therefore, the methodology to consider both thermal cycling effects and vibration 

effects on each other should capture more realistic physics and give more accurate 

results. 

5.2.2 Solder Joint Mean Stress History Simulation 

The mean stress history response curves were developed through design of simulation 

using finite element analysis in this study. This predictive response curve based on 

four physical meaning factors is easy to use, time-effective, and does not require 

advanced mechanics and finite-element knowledge, and thus can be used by any 

designer in the early stages of design. It was observed the CTE mismatch is not 

significant among these factors due to small variation. With material change, huge 

CTE mismatch is expected to contribute to the model more. Then the modulus of 

material should also be considered one of key factors in the new model built-up. 

Meanwhile, the predictive models are based on 2 levels of each factor. They can not 
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accurately predict if there is nonlinearity of the response. A 3 level DOS is advised to 

determine nonlinearity for the future study.  

On the other hand, the predictive models for mean stress are only applicable between 

the ranges of each respective factor. Use of the model far outside these ranges may 

lead to unrealistic results. Therefore, an analytic close-formula to calculate solder 

joint mean stress history, which can safely extrapolate outside test parameter ranges, 

will greatly benefit for designers if available. 

5.2.3 Experimental Verification and Constants Calibration 

The models developed in this study were validated with comprehensive experimental 

data. Successful verification will definitely enhance the confidence in using these 

models as proactive tools for designing meaningful and faster accelerated wearout tests. 

Therefore, one of the future tasks should experimentally verify the modified IDSA 

predictions and RLPA predictions and calibrate the constants in the models. The tests 

should include vibration durability test under extreme temperatures, 

sequentialtemperature cycling and vibration loading tests, etc.  
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Appendices  
 

Appendices A Related to Chapter 2 

A.1 Normalized experimental data procedure  

In the Chapter 2, Figure 2.1 shows the fifteen components locate on the board with 

different locations. Under vibration conditions, different locations will have different 

vibration response. That means the components may under different stress conditions. 

To remove the layout effects on time to failure of components, the normalization 

technique was applied in this study. The theory hypothesis is that the stress applied to 

components is proportional to the component curvature and the damage accumulated 

is also proportional to the component curvature as Equation A.1 shows: 

κσ ∝∝=
fN

D 1      (Eqn. A.1) 

The normalized procedure is as following: 

1) All components curvatures under vibration loading were calculated using a 

commercial software calcePWA®.  

2) Choose one component curvature as the reference (generally the maximum 

curvature is chosen as the reference, in this study, U6). All component 

curvatures were divided by the reference curvature as normalization.  

3) The original time to failure of each component was then divided by the 

normalized curvature as normalization. 
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Figure A.1–A.2 compare the original time to failure and the normalized time to 

failure under vibration loading condition in 2-parameter Weibull distribution plots. It 

shows the normalization removed the layout effect and generated more good fit data. 

For the combined loading test, the same normalized process has been done. Figure 

A.3–A.4 show the original test results and the normalized test results under combined 

loading conditions. 

 

 

Figure A.1 Two-parameter Weibull distribution of original vibration test results 

(β= 1.49, η= 3551, ρ= 0.95) 
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Figure A.2 Two-parameter Weibull distribution of normalized vibration test 

results (β= 1.48, η= 3232, ρ= 0.97) 
 

 
Figure A.3 Two-parameter Weibull distribution of original combined loading 

test results (β= 1.0, η= 81, ρ= 0.97) 
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Figure A.4 Two-parameter Weibull distribution of normalized combined loading 

test results (β= 1.2, η= 193, ρ= 0.98) 
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mechanism and distribution fit, two-parameter Weibull was chosen as the best fit to 

analyze the test data.  

To further investigate the distribution analysis, three-parameter Weibull distribution 

was also chosen to analyze the test data. Compared to two-parameter Weibull 

distribution, there is one more parameter, location parameter, γ, for three-parameter 
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As the name implies, the location parameter locates the distribution along the 

abscissa. Change the value of γ has the effect of “sliding” the distribution and its 

associated function either to the right (if γ > 0) or to the left (if γ < 0). γ provides an 

estimated of the earliest time-to-failure of units under test. γ must be less than or 

equal to the first time-to-failure. The life period 0 to +γ is a failure free operation 

period. A negative γ may indicate that failures have occurred prior to the beginning of 

the data collection period of the analysis. For example, failures might have occurred 

during production, in storage, in transit, during check out prior to the start of a 

mission, or prior to actual use. γ has the same units as t, such as hours, miles, cycles, 

actuations, etc. The third parameter of the Weibull distribution, γ, is utilized when the 

data points do not fall on a straight line, but on a concave up or down curve. The 

calculation of the value for γ can be done automatically using the Weibull++ 6©. To 

straighten the original data line, the value of γ must be subtracted from each of the 

points. Not that when adjusting for γ, the x-axis scale for the straight line become (t-

γ).  

Figure A.5 shows the three-parameter weibull distribution for thermal cycling test 

results. The straight line is adjusted line for γ and the curve line is for unadjusted line 

for γ. The time to 50% failure was calculated as 2574 cycles. Compared to the 

calculation from two-parameter distribution, 2502 cycles for time to 50% failure, 

there is no big difference. For simplicity and consistence, two-parameter Weibull was 

used in this study as best-fit distribution. For completion, Figure A.6 and Figure A.7 

give the three-parameter Weibull distribution for vibration test results and combined 
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loading test results. The time to 50% failure is 2242 hours under vibration loading 

and 126 hours under combined loading.  

 

Figure A. 5 Three-parameter Weibull distribution of thermal cycling test results 

(β= 1.32, η= 1030, γ=1793, ρ= 0.98) 
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Figure A. 6 Three-parameter Weibull distribution of vibration test results (β= 

2.60, η= 3318, γ=639, ρ= 0.99) 

 

Figure A. 7 Three-parameter Weibull distribution of combined loading test 

results (β= 0.82, η= 184, γ=8, ρ= 0.99) 
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Appendices B Related to Chapter 3 

B.1 MIDSA detail calculation procedure  

The flowchart of MIDSA is shown in Figure 3.1. All steps and equations are already 

discussed in Chapter 3. In this section, the detail calculations are described to better 

understand this approach. The calculation sequence and intermediate results are listed 

as the following:  

B.1.1 Damage calculation due to thermal cycling 

First, a strip 3-dimenstion PBGA assembly model was developed using a commercial 

software ANSYS®. There are 15760 elements for the whole assembly; 1,379 

elements for the solder ball; and 48 elements for the interface layer. Element was 

chosen as 3-D 8-node Structural Solid. The boundary conditions are center point of 

the board fixed in all direction and 3 vertical surfaces are symmetrical. Thermal 

loading profile was the same as the one in temperature cycling test and combined 

loading test. Temperature-dependent elastic properties were used for all materials 

except for the eutectic solders. All the geometric parameters and mechanical 

properties can be found in Chapter 3.  

Solder is modeled as a visco-plastic material. The elastic-plastic behavior of solder is 

modeled using Ramberg-Osgood power law hardening model [Skipor, 1996].  

pn

plel KE
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⎛+=+=

σσεεε    (Eqn. B.1) 

where ε is mechanical strain, εel is the elastic strain,  εpl is the plastic strain, E is the 

elastic modulus, σ is the corresponding stress, K is the strength coefficient and np is 
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the work hardening exponent. In this study temperature dependent elastic-plastic 

constitutive constants are obtained from literature [Skipor, 1996]. The nonlinear stress 

vs. plastic strain curves of solder at different temperatures are shown in Figure 3.3 in 

Chapter 2. 

Creep, in this study is defined as temperature and time dependent inelastic 

deformation. A generalized Garofalo steady state model is used to mode steady state 

creep and the constitutive equation is shown in Equation B.2. 
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⎛ −

=
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T
CCC

t
C 4

21 expsinh 3σε    (Eqn. B.2) 

For SnPb solder, the constants are listed in Table B.1. The T is in K unit. 

Table B.1 Generalized Garofalo (secondary) creep model constants [Lau, 2003] 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 

SnPb 462(508-T)/T 1/(37.78x106-

74414T) 

3.3 6360 

 

The simulation was performed for three completed thermal cycling cycle for stable 

purpose. After that, the maximum Von Mises stress/strain of element was first 

identified for solder balls. In this study, it locates at the outmost ball interface layer. 

Then the strain energy was averaged along the whole layer where the maximum 

stress/strain element locates. 

When the strain energies were obtained from the last cycle, the values were 

substituted into Equation 3.1 to solve the life prediction under the thermal cycling. 
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The constants for the equation can be found in Table 3.5. The predicted life under 

thermal cycling was calculated as 2630 cycles. The damage was then calculated using 

Equation 3.2: Dth = 1/2630/78/60 = 8.12E-8 (1/s). 

B.1.2 Mean stress calculation due to thermal cycling 

Mean stresses in general have a volumetric effect on the deformation of a material 

(analogous to hydrostatic pressure acting on an element) [Mendelson, 1968]. In this 

study, the output hydrostatic pressure from ANSYS® FEA calculation was used as 

the mean stress. 

Different elements have the different means stress value. Since the bottom layer 

elements of solder joint were used in thermal cycling damage and vibration damage 

calculation, the same elements were chosen for mean stress analysis. The mean stress 

was averaged along the elements on that layer. Figure 3.4 shows the mean stress 

history along the last thermal cycle. The values at different temperature levels were 

used for later vibration damage calculation, such as 28.77 MPa at -55 °C, 4.0 MPa at 

25 °C, and -1.62 MPa at 150 °C.  

B.1.3 PCB vibration response characterization 

The PCB strain deformation was collected using the strain gage at potential failure 

site of interest at three discrete temperature levels: -50 °C, 25 °C and 125 °C. In this 

study, the strain gage was located on PCB backside under component U6. The reason 

to choose these three temperature levels to represent the whole thermal cycle is that the 

vibration response of the specimen in any two given temperature regions is significantly 

different.  
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The time domain deformation histories were already shown in Figure 2.3 to Figure 

2.5. Then the complex (or irregular) deformation histories were converted into a 

number of events which can be compared to the available constant amplitude data 

using rainflow counting process and binning method [Vichare, et. al., 2006], as 

Figure 2.6-2.8 show. These strain range distribution functions (RDFs) were used to 

calculate the solder joint strain and discussed later. 

B.1.4 Solder joint strain calculation 

The solder joint strain vs. PCB strain relationship was built using the developed FEA 

model. The methodology was described as the following: 

1) Set the reference temperature to the desired temperature (e.g. 25 °C) and input 

correct material properties at this temperature 

2) Apply the static bending forces on the end of board 

3) Average the x direction strain of the bottom layer of the PCB elements under 

the component 

4) Average the von Mises strain of the elements of the bottom layer of outmost 

solder ball 

5) Use  the power law to build the relationship between the solder joint strain and 

the PCB strain 

6) Repeat the Step 1) to Step 5) to different temperatures (e.g. -50 °C and 150 

°C) 
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The deformed shape of PBGA assembly under bending loading and the family strain 

response curves were shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. 

Then the solder joint strain range distribution can be obtained using the response 

curves with the substitution the measured PCB strain range distribution. 

Figure B.1—B.3 gives the solder joint strain range distribution functions at different 

temperatures.  

 

Figure B.1 Solder joint strain range distribution function at 150 °C 
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Figure B.2 Solder joint strain range distribution function at 25 °C 
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Figure B.3 Solder joint strain range distribution function at -50 °C 

 

B.1.5 The analysis on the response curve significant digits 

The response curves were shown in Figure 3.6 and the equations are listed here. 

High T (150 C): y = 126.88x1.2959    (Eqn. B.3) 

Room T (25 C): y = 336.09x1.4618    (Eqn. B.4) 

Low T (-50 C): y = 3081.7x1.7452    (Eqn. B.5) 

The coefficients and power constants were obtained from power law regression. 

Though all of them have five significant digits, it may not be necessary to keep all of 

significant digits for the results accuracy. Therefore the analysis on significant digits 

was carried out and steps are listed here: 
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1) Substitute the maximum PCB strain range 507E-6 as x into the original high 

temperature responses curve. The output solder joint strain range is 6814E-6. 

2) Change the response curve formula to y = 127x1.3 

3) Repeat the step 1) and get the output as 6612E-6 

4) Calculate the relative difference between these two outputs as (6612-

6814)/6814*100% = -3% 

5) Change the response curve formula to y = 127x1.29 

6) Repeat the step 1) and get the output as 7133E-6 

7) Repeat the step 4) to get the relative difference as 5%. 

8) Therefore, the new response curve for high temperature can be changed to y = 

127x1.3  

Repeat these steps to room temperature and low temperature response curves, we can 

have a new family temperature dependent solder joint strain response curve: 

High T (150 C): y = 127x1.30 (3% variation)   (Eqn. B.6) 

Room T (25 C): y = 336x1.46 (2% variation)   (Eqn. B.7) 

Low T (-50 C): y = 3081x1.75 (4% variation)   (Eqn. B.8) 

 
B.1.5 Solder joint damage calculation due to vibration loading 

In Chapter 3, Equation 3.4 gives the formula to calculate the solder joint damage. The 

detail calculation procedure is described as the following: 

1) Choose the desired temperature level to calculate the damage (e.g. 150 °C) 
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2) Choose the solder modulus (E) and damage constants (σf and εf) related to this 

temperature 

3) Find the solder joint strain range distribution at this temperature from the 

Figure B.1 

4) Numerically calculate the life (Nf) for each strain range at this temperature 

level 

5) Summarize the damage based on the occurrences for each life (Nf)    

6) Calculate the fraction of total time spend at this temperature level, tj, (e.g. 15 

minutes / 78 minutes, for high temperature) 

7) Multiply the output from Step 5) and output from Step 6) to obtain the damage 

at this temperature level 

8) Repeat Step 1)—4) for other temperature levels (e.g. 25 °C and -50 °C) 

9) Finally summarize all damages at different temperature levels using Equation 

3.5. 

The Table B.2 gives the damage results for each temperature level. The accumulated 

damage due to vibration loading was the summary of the damage at each temperature 

level, 71E-8 (1/s). 

Table B.2 Solder joint damage calculation due to vibration loading 

 Damage (1/s) Time fraction Final damage (1/s) 

 High temperature 
(150 °C) 

17.1E-7 15/78 32.9E-8 
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Room temperature 
(25 °C) 

3.27E-7 48/78 20.1E-8 

Low temperature  

(-50 °C) 

9.36E-7 15/78 18.0E-8 

 

B.1.6 Total damage superposition 

The final step in MIDSA is that superposition of damage due to thermal cycling and 

damage due to vibration loading. Equation 3.6 gives the formula to calculate. The 

detail calculation was described as the following: 

Dtotal = Dth + Dvib = 8.12E-8 + 71.0 E-8 = 79.12 E-8 (1/s) 

Therefore, the predicted life Nf = 1/Dtotal = 1/79.12 E-8/3600 = 351 hours 

The normalized life based on the life under pure vibration loading was calculated as 

Nnormalized = Nf/Nvib = 351/2522 = 0.14 

The comparisons between test results, LDSA results and MIDSA were shown in 

Figure 3.10. 

B.2 Comparison between MIDSA and IDSA 

As described in Chapter 3, this study used the modified incremental damage 

superposition approach to consider the temperature effect on damage constants.  To 

study this consideration efficiency, the solder joint life under combined loading was 

also calculated using the original IDSA. The calculation steps are the same as 

described in B.1. The damage due to thermal cycling was not affected. The damage 

due to vibration loading was changed because the solder modulus and damage 

constants were considered as temperature independent. In this study, the values for 
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modulus and damage constants σf, εf are 17687.2 MPa, 155 MPa, and 0.62, 

respectively. The new calculation results are listed in Table B.3. The final damage 

due to vibration loading using the original IDSA was 63.3E-8 (1/s) 

Table B.3 Solder joint damage calculation due to vibration loading using 

IDSA 

 Damage (1/s) Time fraction Final damage (1/s) 

 High temperature 
(150 °C) 

10.2E-7 15/78 19.6E-8 

Room temperature 
(25 °C) 

3.27E-7 48/78 20.1E-8 

Low temperature  

(-50 °C) 

12.36E-7 15/78 23.6E-8 

 

Similar as described in B.1.6, the total damage under combined loading was equal to 

Dtotal = Dth + Dvib = 8.12E-8 + 63.3 E-8 = 71.42 E-8 (1/s) 

Then the predicted life was calculated as 1/71.42E-8/3600 = 389 hours. 

So the relative difference between the prediction using MIDSA and the original IDSA 

is (389-351)/351*100% = 11%. 
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Appendices C Related to Chapter 4 

C.1 RLPA detail calculation procedure 

The flowchart of RLPA is shown in Figure 4.1. All steps and equations are already 

discussed in Chapter 4. In this section, the detail calculations are described to better 

understand this approach. The calculation sequence and intermediate results are listed 

as the following:  

C.1.1 Damage calculation due to thermal cycling 

The solder joint damage due to thermal cycling was calculated based on interconnect 

stress/strain analysis and fatigue damage analysis. Equation 4.1 and 4.3 give the 

theoretical formula for calculation. The implementation was completed using a 

commercial software calcePWA®. The details on how to use this software can be 

found from its manual or Help function. The calculation steps in this study are: 

1) Create a PCB with the same dimension and layers as the test vehicle 

2) Choose the plastic ball grid array (PBGA) package from the library and 

specify the dimensions and material properties 

3) Locate the PBGAs on the board as the test vehicle layout 

4) Apply the thermal cycling profile as the environmental stress loading 

5) Run the stress/strain and damage evaluation module and output the predicted 

life 

In this study, the predicted life under thermal cycling is 2630 cycles. Therefore, the 

damage due to thermal cycling is 1/2832/78/60 = 7.55E-8 (1/s). 
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C.1.2 Mean stress calculation due to thermal cycling 

Next step is to develop a pre-built predictive model for mean stress history. This work 

was done through a design of simulation (DOS) and implemented by using FEA. 

The detail calculation for mean stress history was already discussed in Appendix 

B.1.2. The only difference here is that sixteen runs were performed, instead of 

running one thermal cycling loading in MIDSA. The DOS sixteen run profiles were 

listed in Table 4.1. The reason to choose these four parameters, pitch, solder joint 

height, temperature range, and CTE mismatch is to include the key factors in 

interconnect stress/strain model discussed in Chapter 4.1.1 and Appendix C.1.1. The 

value ranges were chosen based on the possible variation of products. 

After mean stresses were calculated, the main effects and interaction analysis were 

performed to determine the significant factors for predictive models. This work was 

done using Minitab® 14. The details on how to use this software can be referred to its 

Manual and Help function. The procedure in this study is described as the following: 

1) Generate a 2-level 4-factor factorial DOE based on Table 4.1 

2) Input the mean stress response values in the DOE (e.g. mean stress at low 

temperature) 

3) Analyze the factorial design by plotting normal probability plot of the effects 

of a confidential interval of 95%.  The most influential predictors can be 

found from the plot. 

4) Plot main effects and interaction plots to find the significant factors and the 

significant combination of factors 
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5) Perform the linear regression analysis to generate the predictive model for 

mean stress at this temperature level 

6) Repeat Step 1) to Step 5) for other two temperature levels (e.g. High 

temperature, 150 °C and room temperature, 25 °C) to get the predictive 

models 

The developed predictive models for three temperature levels were shown in 

Equation 4.6–4.8. Then the mean stress history under the test condition can be 

predicted by these equations. In this study, the mean stresses are 28.90 MPa, 4.05 

MPa, and -1.59 MPa for three different temperature levels (-50 °C, 25 °C, and 150 

°C). These information will be used for vibration damage analysis and discussed 

later. 

C.1.3 Analysis on factors chosen in DOS  

In Chapter 4.1.3.1 and Appendix C. 1.2, the reason to choose the four factors: pitch, 

solder joint height, temperature range and CTE mismatch is to keep the consistence 

with the interconnect analytical stress/strain model. It is already observed the CTE 

mismatch is not significant factor from previous study. One of possible reason is the 

variation range is too small in the original DOS. It is also observed the pitch is not a 

significant factor. Therefore, a new 2-level 4-factor DOS designed to replace pitch 

with solder joint diameter as a new factor and a bigger variation range for CTE 

mismatch. Table C.1 lists the new DOS with mean stress results. 
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Table C.1 2-level 4-factor new DOS 

Run Solder 

joint 

diameter, 

A (mm) 

Solder 

joint 

height, 

B 

(mm) 

Temperature 

range, C 

(°C) 

CTE 

mismatch, 

D 

(ppm/°C) 

Mean 

Stress 

(MPa) 

@ 

low T 

Mean 

Stress 

(MPa) 

@ 

High T 

Mean 

Stress 

(MPa) 

@ 

Mean 

T 

1 0.635 0.45 105 5.7 20.61 -2.58 2.76 

2 0.635 0.45 105 2.7 20 -2.21 2.24 

3 0.635 0.45 200 5.7 31 -1.89 -0.17 

4 0.635 0.45 200 2.7 28.77 -1.62 0.57 

5 0.635 0.55 105 5.7 24.44 -2.94 3.34 

6 0.635 0.55 105 2.7 23.42 -2.55 4.53 

7 0.635 0.55 200 5.7 36.52 -2.08 1.26 

8 0.635 0.55 200 2.7 33.87 -1.8 1.78 

9 0.776 0.45 105 5.7 20.61 -2.58 2.76 

10 0.776 0.45 105 2.7 20.52 -2.22 4.3 

11 0.776 0.45 200 5.7 30.9 -1.86 -0.57 

12 0.776 0.45 200 2.7 28.75 0.5 0.25 
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13 0.776 0.55 105 5.7 24.37 -2.93 3.3 

14 0.776 0.55 105 2.7 22.55 -2.54 5.73 

15 0.776 0.55 200 5.7 32.15 -1.89 2.62 

16 0.776 0.55 200 2.7 32.31 -1.84 2.62 

 

Then the main effects, interaction analysis and linear regression analysis were 

performed followed the procedures which were described above. Mean stress 

response at low temperature were shown in Figure C.1–C.3 as an example. It is 

observed factor C, temperature range, and factor B, solder joint height are the two 

most significant factors. This observation is consistent with the previous DOS results. 

The interaction analysis shows there are interactions exit between solder joint 

diameter and solder joint height, AB, and solder joint diameter and temperature 

range, AC. Therefore, these two combination factors were considered when 

regression analysis were preformed. 

The linear regression analyses were performed and the predictive models were 

generated based on four factors and the combination factors as: 

ACDCBAStressMean lowT 105.0434.0176.06.353.106.15_ −++++−=  

        (Eqn. C.1) 

BDACDCBAStressMean highT 88.10427.012.10195.00.1347.476.6_ ++−−−−=  

        (Eqn. C.2) 
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ABDCBAStressMean meanT 8.35280.00271.00.97.132.9_ +−−−−=  

        (Eqn. C.3) 

The predictions for mean stress using the new predictive models are 30.0 MPa, 0.50 

MPa, and -1.15 MPa for low temperature, mean temperature and high temperature. It 

is close to previous prediction results. Therefore, either these new DOS predictive 

models or the original new DOS predictive models work fine for mean stress history 

simulation. 

 

Figure C.1 Normal probability plot of the effects 
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Figure C.2 Main effects 

 

Figure C.3 Interaction effects 
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C.1.4 Quick PCB deformation calculation 

After the damage due to thermal cycling and mean stress calculation, the damage due 

to vibration was then calculated. The whole calculation includes quick PCB 

deformation calculation, bending moment calculation, interconnect stress/strain 

analysis and damage assessment. In this section, PCB deformation calculation was 

described. This work was done by using calcePWA®. The procedure is as the 

following: 

1) Create a PCB with the layers as the test vehicle 

2) Choose the plastic ball grid array (PBGA) package from the library and locate 

the PBGAs on the board the same as the test vehicle layout 

3) Specify the component and board dimensions and material properties at 

desired temperature level (e.g. Tmean, 50 °C in this study) 

4) Apply the PSD profile and boundary condition as the vibration loading 

5) Generate the FEA modeling using built-in quick FEA tool  

6) Run the stress/strain function to obtain the board curvature distribution  

7) Repeat step 3)–6) for different temperature levels (e.g. high T, 150 °C and low 

T, -50 °C) 

In this study, board curvatures (Kyy) under PBGA U6 at three temperature levels 

(Tmax, 150 °C; Tmean, 50 °C and Tmin, -50 °C) are -1.97E-5 (1/mm), -1.48E-5 (1/mm), -

1.40E-5 (1/mm), respectively. 
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Using the plate moment-curvature relations, the bending moments was then 

calculated at different temperature levels: -1.80E-3 (N-m/m), -6.47E-3 (N-m/m), -

6.70E-3 (N-m/m). Equation C.4 gives the calculation formula: 

( )κν 23 1/
12
1

−= EhM     (Eqn. C.4) 

where M is the external bending moment, E is board modulus, h is board thickness, ν 

is the poisson ratio, and κ is the board curvature.  

C.1.5 Interconnect stress/strain analysis 

As described in Chapter 4.2.2, the interconnect stress/strain analysis were performed 

based on an analytical model [Siddharth, 1995]. Eqn. 4.9–4.16 already give the 

calculation formula.  Figure C.4 shows the out-of-plane displacements of component 

and board along the component length. Figure C.6 shows the maximum stress on the 

interconnects along the component length. The results show the maximum stress 

locates on the outmost solder joint. 

With assumption of elastic deformation range under vibration loading, the maximum 

strain of solder joint can be calculated as 

E
σε =      (Eqn. C.5) 

where ε is the maximum strain, σ is the maximum stress, and E is solder joint 

modulus. 

The strain range was then calculated as two times maximum strain with an 

assumption of complete reverse strain. Therefore, the temperature dependent strain 
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ranges were obtained from the curvatures at three different temperature levels: 0.011 

for Tmax, 0.0025 for Tmean, and 0.0016 for Tmin. 

 

Figure C.4 Deflection of the component (w1) and the board (w2) 

 

Figure C.5 Maximum stress developed in the solder joints of the PBGA package 
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C.1.6 Solder joint damage calculation due to vibration loading 

When the strain ranges at three temperature levels were available, the solder joint 

damages were then calculated based on Equation 4.18. The detail calculation 

procedure was discussed in Appendix B.1.5. The difference is that no occurrence 

number in this calculation. 

The Table C.2 gives the damage results for each temperature level. The accumulated 

damage due to vibration loading was the summary of the damage at each temperature 

level, 30.5E-8 (1/s). 

Table C.2 Solder joint damage calculation due to vibration loading 

 Damage (1/s) Time fraction Final damage (1/s) 

 High temperature 
(150 °C) 

6.7E-7 15/78 12.9E-8 

Mean temperature 
(50 °C) 

9.26E-8 48/78 5.7E-8 

Low temperature  

(-50 °C) 

6.16E-7 15/78 11.9E-8 

 

C.1.7 Damage superposition 

Similar as described in B.1.6, the total damage under combined loading was equal to 

Dtotal = Dth + Dvib = 7.55E-8 + 30.5 E-8 = 38.05 E-8 (1/s) 

Then the predicted life was calculated as 1/38.05E-8/3600 = 730 hours. 

The normalized life based on the life under pure vibration loading was calculated as 

Nnormalized = Nf/Nvib = 730/2522 = 0.29 
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The comparisons between test results, LDSA results, MIDSA and RLPA were shown 

in Figure 4.17. 

C.2 Analysis on the difference between MIDSA and RLPA prediction 

The simulation results show there is difference between MIDSA and RLPA 

predictions. Table C.3 compare the difference on each damage calculation. It is 

observed the damage due to thermal cycling in both MIDSA and RLPA is very close. 

The major life prediction difference is caused by the damage assessment under 

vibration loading. The 52% less damage was calculated using RLPA compared to 

MIDSA under vibration loading.  

Table C.3 Solder joint damage calculation comparison 

Vibration loading Damage (1/s) Thermal 

cycling High 

Temperature

Room/Tmean 

Temperature 

Low 

Temperature 

MIDSA 8.12E-8 32.9E-8 20.1E-8 18.0E-8 

RLPA 7.55E-8 12.9E-8  5.7E-8  11.9E-8 

Relative 
difference 

7% 61% 72% 34% 

 

The damage calculation difference in two approaches can be due to two parts: the 

difference in global (PCB) deformation and the difference in the local stress analysis. 

In MIDSA, the PCB deformation was measured as board in-plane strain. In RLPA, 
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the PCB deformation was calculated as curvature. Based on the thin-plate small 

deformation theory, the curvature and strain relationship as 

2/PCBt
εκ =    (Eqn. C.6) 

Table C.5 shows the difference from MIDSA measurement and RLPA calculation. 

The average difference between MIDSA and RLPA on global deformation is 7 times. 

Table C.4 PCB deformation calculation comparison 

Vibration loading Curvature 

(1/mm) High 

Temperature

Room/Tmean 

Temperature 

Low 

Temperature 

MIDSA (Mean) 225E-6 136E-6 92 

RLPA 20E-6 15E-6 12E-6 

Times on 
difference 

11 9 7 

 

In MIDSA, the solder joint strain ranges were obtained from the response curves. In 

RLPA, the solder joint strain ranges were calculated using the curvature information 

and analytic stress calculation. By comparing the mean solder joint ranges in MIDSA 

and the calculation in RLPA, Table C.4 shows the difference between these two 

calculations. The average difference between MIDSA and RLPA on local stress 

analysis is 2.6 times. 
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Table C.5 Solder joint strain range calculation comparison 

Vibration loading Strain range 

(με) High 

Temperature

Room/Tmean 

Temperature 

Low 

Temperature 

MIDSA (Mean) 1733 1495 612 

RLPA 11000 2500 1600 

Times on 
difference 

0.15 0.60 0.38 

 

Assuming the damage calculation difference is proportional to the deformation and 

stress analysis, the faction of difference between RLPA and MIDSA caused by local 

stress analysis is around 20% and 80% caused by global deformation calculation.  

C.3 Discussion on the damage trend difference in Reference [Upadhyayula, 1999] and in 

this study using IDSA concept 

In Reference [Upadhyayula, 1999], the leaded packages’ durability under combined 

thermal cycling and vibration loading were studied. The test results showed the less 

damage and longer life of solder joint under combined loading conditions compared 

to under pure vibration loading at room temperature. However, in this study, PBGA 

solder joint durability tests showed the much more damage and shorter life of solder 

joint under combined loading conditions compared to either pure vibration loading or 

pure thermal cycling. Both studies used the incremental damage superposition 

approach concept and each simulation reflects the damage trends. To better 
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understand the incremental damage superposition approach, the qualitative and 

quantitative analyses were performed on the damage trend difference and described 

here. 

C.3.1 Qualitative analysis on damage trend difference 

Table C.6 gives the difference in test profiles and Table C.7 gives the difference in 

calculation in these two studies. Three major factors can cause the damage 

accumulation difference: 

1) Mean stress at high temperature dwell. As explained previously, mean stress 

at high temperature dwell is compressive in nature, which can enhance the 

solder joint fatigue life. In Reference [Upadhyayula, 1999] study, the dwell 

time at high temperature is 33% longer than in this study. Also the magnitude 

of mean stress is 10 times than the one in this study. That means the less 

damage will accumulate during the high temperature dwell in the Reference 

[Upadhyayula, 1999] study compared to in this study. 

2) Mean stress at low temperature. The mean stress during the low temperature 

dwell is tensile in nature, which can decrease the solder joint fatigue life. In 

this study, the magnitude of mean stress is 45% larger than the one in 

Reference [Upadhyayula, 1999]. That means the more damage will 

accumulate at the same period in this study. 

3) Vibration response. While temperature increases, the vibration response 

increases, as Figure 2.3–2.5 show. Therefore the solder joint strain changes 

between high temperature and room temperature will affect the damage 
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accumulation. In this study, the strain range difference between high 

temperature and room temperature is around 1800 με. In Reference 

[Upadhyayula, 1999] study, major strain range differences are below 100 με. 

Therefore, the increase vibration response at high temperature does not 

contribute a lot damage compared to at room temperature. With 

consideration of mean stress effect at high temperature dwell, the less 

damage will be caused during the thermal cycling in Reference 

[Upadhyayula, 1999] study.  

 

Table C.6 Test profile difference between Refence [Upadhyayula, 1999] and this 

study 

 

 

 

2502 cyclesNoneTime to failure under 
thermal cycling

2252 hours21 hoursTime to failure under 
vibration loading

135 hours38 hoursTime to failure under 
combined loading

Constant 0.1 G2/Hz, 100~1000 Hz
0.1 G2/Hz, around 8 Grms

Repetitive shock vibration
Step loading: 20-60 Grms with a step 
size of 5 Grms and a dwell period of 

5.6 hours at each level

Vibration loading

-50/150 °C, 78 minutes/cycle
15 minutes dwell at extreme 

temperatures
24 minutes ramp

-55/125 °C, 43 minutes/cycle
20 minutes dwell at high temperature 

and 5 minutes at low temperature
18 minutes ramp

Thermal loading

My work, PBGA272 (15 samples)Ref. [4], PLCC84 (1 sample)

2502 cyclesNoneTime to failure under 
thermal cycling

2252 hours21 hoursTime to failure under 
vibration loading

135 hours38 hoursTime to failure under 
combined loading

Constant 0.1 G2/Hz, 100~1000 Hz
0.1 G2/Hz, around 8 Grms

Repetitive shock vibration
Step loading: 20-60 Grms with a step 
size of 5 Grms and a dwell period of 

5.6 hours at each level

Vibration loading

-50/150 °C, 78 minutes/cycle
15 minutes dwell at extreme 

temperatures
24 minutes ramp

-55/125 °C, 43 minutes/cycle
20 minutes dwell at high temperature 

and 5 minutes at low temperature
18 minutes ramp

Thermal loading

My work, PBGA272 (15 samples)Ref. [4], PLCC84 (1 sample)
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Table C.7 Simulation difference between Reference [Upadhyayula, 1999] and 

this study 

 

C.3.2 Quantitative analysis on damage trend difference 

In the above section, the qualitative explanation was given to describe the damage 

trend difference in two studies. Here more detail quantitative analysis was discussed. 

There are several equations used in damage superposition in IDSA and are listed here 

again to better discuss. 

total
f D

N 1
=      (Eqn. C.7) 

DDD vthtotal +=    (Eqn. C.8) 
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1))(( == ∑ ∑   (Eqn. C.9) 

th
th N

D 1
=     (Eqn. C.10) 

Around 1800 μεBelow 100 μεStrain range difference 
between High T and 
Room T

29 MPa20 MPaMean stress (Low T)

1520High T dwell time 
(minutes)

155Low T dwell time
(minutes)

-1 MPa-10 MPaMean stress (High T)

My work, PBGA272 Ref. [4], PLCC84

Around 1800 μεBelow 100 μεStrain range difference 
between High T and 
Room T

29 MPa20 MPaMean stress (Low T)

1520High T dwell time 
(minutes)

155Low T dwell time
(minutes)

-1 MPa-10 MPaMean stress (High T)

My work, PBGA272 Ref. [4], PLCC84
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In both studies, the life under combined loading was normalized based on the life 

under pure vibration loading. Therefore, Equation C.12 gives the normalized 

calculation. 
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In the IDSA, the damage due to thermal cycling in combined loading is assumed not 

to be affected by vibration loading. Therefore the damage Dth,combined will be equal to 

the damage Dth under pure thermal cycling. The Equation C.12 can be converted to  
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 The following section, we will discuss several cases based on the Equation C.13. 

Case 1: Equivalent damage due to thermal cycling and vibration loading 

For this case, the last term of Eqn. C.12, Dth,pure/Dv,pure will become 1. Since the term 

Dv,combined/Dv,pure can not be negative, the Nv,pure/Ncombined has to be greater than 1. That 

means the damage under combined loading should be larger than the damage under 

pure vibration loading and the life should be shorter. In Reference [Upadhyayula, 

1999] study, no information is available for life or damage under pure thermal cycling 

loading. Based on the test results, the product life under combined loading was longer 

than the product life under pure vibration loading, it can be concluded this study does 

not belong to this case. 
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Case 2: More damage due to thermal cycling than due to vibration loading 

For this case, the last term of Eqn. C.13, Dth,pure/Dv,pure will be greater than 1. 

Therefore, the same conclusion can be drawn that the life under combined loading has 

to be shorter than the pure vibration loading. 

Case 3: Less damage due to thermal cycling than due to vibration loading 

For this case, the last term of Eqn. C.13, Dth,pure/Dv,pure will be less than 1. Therefore, 

the term Dv,combined/Dv,pure will also control the damage under combined loading 

greater or less than the damage under pure vibration loading. In this study, the test 

results show the damage due to pure vibration loading is 11E-8 (1/s) and the damage 

due to pure thermal cycling is 8E-8 (1/s). Therefore, it belongs to this case. 

Furthermore, there are two subsets for this case: 

Case 3.1 More damage due to vibration loading under combined loading than due to 

pure vibration loading 

For this case, Dv,combined/Dv,pure is greater than 1. The sum of Dv,combined/Dv,pure and 

Dv,combined/Dv,pure will be greater than 1. Therefore, the life under combined loading 

should be shorter than the life under pure vibration loading. In this study, the damage 

caused by vibration under combined loading condition was calculated as 71E-8 (1/s). 

It is much larger than the damage caused by pure vibration loading under room 

temperature 11E-8 (1/s). Therefore, the total damage ratio between combined loading 

and pure vibration loading is greater than 1. The reflection is the much shorter life 

under combined loading compared to the life under pure vibration loading at room 

temperature. The reasons caused more vibration damage under combined loading 

were discussed the above section and summarized here again: 
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1) Vibration response change. More deformation occurs at high temperature 

which means the short life from Eqn. C.11 

2) Mean stress effect. With longer duration at low temperature and larger tensile 

mean stress, Eqn. C.9 and Eqn. C. 11 can contribute to more damage due to 

combined loading compared to pure vibration loading at room temperature. 

Case 3.2 Less damage due to vibration loading under combined loading than due to 

pure vibration loading 

For this case, Dv,combined/Dv,pure is less than 1. If the sum of Dv,combined/Dv,pure and 

Dv,combined/Dv,pure is also less than 1, the life under combined loading should be greater 

than the life under pure vibration loading. Since there were no detail calculation 

information and intermediate results on Dv,combined in Reference [Upadhyayula, 1999] 

study, it is assumed this case occurred in their study. Then it can explain why the life 

under combined loading was longer than the life under pure vibration loading under 

room temperature. The reasons caused less vibration damage under combined loading 

were discussed the above section and summarized here again: 

1) Vibration response change. In the Reference study, it is observed major strain 

range increases were below 100 με at high temperature level and the major 

strain range decreases were around 200 με at low temperature level. Based on 

Equation C.11, more deformation occurring at high temperature will cause 

more damage and less deformation occurring at low temperature will cause 

less damage. The dominate part in their study was the less deformation and 

less damage.  
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2) Mean stress effect. As mentioned before, the mean stress at high temperature 

is compressive and will increase life. In the Reference study, the dwell time at 

high temperature is 4 times longer than the dwell time at low temperature. 

That means less damages were accumulated due to the longer high 

temperature dwell.  

In a summary, the damage accumulation under combined loading has several 

scenarios:  

1) If the damage caused by thermal cycling is equal or greater than the damage 

caused by vibration loading, the total damage under combined loading will be 

more and the life will be shorter than the vibration loading at room 

temperature 

2) If vibration response at high temperature dramatically increases and the tensile 

mean stress effect is significant (e.g. longer low temperature dwell and larger 

tensile mean stress), the total damage under combined loading will be more 

and the life will be shorter than the vibration loading at room temperature 

3) If vibration response at low temperature dramatically decreases and the 

compressive mean stress effect is significant (e.g. longer higher temperature 

dwell and larger compressive mean stress), the total damage under combined 

loading will be less and the life will be longer than the vibration loading at 

room temperature 
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C.3.3 One pseudo example for damage trend analysis 

To better understand the damage trend affected by mean stress and vibration 

response, one pseudo example is given here. All strain range values and means tress 

values are assumed, not real values. The life and damage calculation were based on 

Equations C.7–C.11.  

In this example, thermal cycling damage is assumed not the dominant one (Case 3). 

The life due to thermal cycling is assumed as 1000 hours, i.e., the damage is 2.8E-7 

(1/s).  The life due to vibration at the room temperature is calculated and listed in 

Table C.7. Table C.9 shows the vibration prediction at combined loading condition 

with mean stress effect and vibration response changes. The results show the 

vibration damage 4.24E-5 is less than damage under pure vibration loading, 5.03E-5. 

Since the damage due to thermal cycling is 2.8E-7, which is significant less than 

vibration damage, therefore the total damage under combined loading is less than the 

damage under pure vibration loading at room temperature (Case 3.2). By changing 

the mean stress value at high temperature and low temperature, Table C.10 shows 

new calculation for vibration damage under combined loading. Therefore, the new 

vibration damage is 5.95E-5, which is greater than the damage under pure vibration 

loading, 5.03E-5. The damage and life comparison for three conditions were listed in 

Table C.11. Therefore, the IDSA can be used to explain either damage trend in the 

tests. 
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Table C.8 Vibration damage at room temperature calculation 

Solder 

joint 

strain 

range 

Mean 

stress 

(MPa) 

Fatigue 

strength 

coefficient 

(σf) 

(MPa) 

Fatigue 

ductility 

coefficient 

(εf) 

Fatigue 

strength 

exponent, 

b 

Fatigue 

ductility 

exponent, 

c 

Modulus, 

E (MPa) 

Life 

(hrs)

Damage 

(1/s) 

0.01 0 155 0.62 -0.12 -0.52 17687.2 5.5 5.03E-5 

 

Table C.9 Vibration damage under combined loading calculation (condition 1) 

 Solder 
joint 
strain 
range 

Mean 
stress 
(MPa) 

Fatigue 
strength 
coefficient 
(σf) 
(MPa) 

Fatigue 
ductility 
coefficient 
(εf) 

Fatigue 
strength 
exponent, 
b 

Fatigue 
ductility 
exponent, 
c 

Modulus, 
E (MPa) 

Fraction 
of time, 
tj 

Damage 
(1/s) 

Mean T 0.01 0 155 0.62 -0.12 -0.52 17687.2 0.5 2.51E-5 
High T 0.012 -50 155 0.62 -0.12 -0.52 17687.2 0.25 1.46E-5 
Low T 0.005 50 155 0.62 -0.12 -0.52 17687.2 0.25 0.27E-5 
Vibration 
damage 
(1/s) 

 4.24E-5 

 

Table C.10 Vibration damage under combined loading calculation (condition 2) 

 Solder 
joint 
strain 
range 

Mean 
stress 
(MPa) 

Fatigue 
strength 
coefficient 
(σf) 
(MPa) 

Fatigue 
ductility 
coefficient 
(εf) 

Fatigue 
strength 
exponent, 
b 

Fatigue 
ductility 
exponent, 
c 

Modulus, 
E (MPa) 

Fraction 
of time, 
tj 

Damage 
(1/s) 

Mean T 0.01 0 155 0.62 -0.12 -0.52 17687.2 0.5 2.51E-5 
High T 0.012 -1 155 0.62 -0.12 -0.52 17687.2 0.25 2.26E-5 
Low T 0.005 150 155 0.62 -0.12 -0.52 17687.2 0.25 1.18E-5 
Vibration 
damage 
(1/s) 

 5.95E-5 
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Table C.11 Comparison between combined loading life prediction and pure 

vibration loading condition 

Loading Damage 

(1/s) 

Predicted 

life (hrs) 

Normalized 

life 

Pure vibration 5.0E-5 5.5 1 

Combined loading 

(condition 1) 

4.3E-5 6.5 1.2 

Combined loading 

(condition 2) 

6.0E-5 4.6 0.8 
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